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SOPRANI Ampliphonic

Two years ago,. Soprani invented the Ampliphon:c
reed block. With this complete new principle of reed block construction and arrangement, ampliphonic
sound chambers were for the first time introduced in
the accordion. The effect upon the volume, resonance
and tone quality ts much the same as that accomplished. by-the addition, 400 years ago, of the violin
sound chest to strings, formerly stretched on awooden
stick. The rich, tonal beauty of this new Soprani Ampli phonic, its instant respcnse, reduced bellowsing, lightness, and ease of; playing have brought world acclaim.
Now, Sopzanii Amp:iphonic Accordions glorify
this amazing performance achievement in smart
new styling Heré is elegance in quiet simplicity;
fitting beauty for the world's finest accordions.
Watch for 'hese new models at your local music
store, or write direct for descriptive literature.
-•-•
Dept.

947,

ei0PRANI,
630

S.

Wabash

A quarte, beri rit s kn.)", kv..1.,
or unlocks Ott, bellt.wr, a r<,k.,
bar upen, and close', "Shutt,
gn11" for volume control, a con cealed thum
wheel adiust
the w ist strap.

The Petife, (illustrated) 96 Bass,
and the Rialto, 80
Bass. are the first
of the new models
to arrive from
Italy. Following
immediately are
the Castello,
Cardinal, Colette,
Flenata. Twelve
models in all. 80
Bass to 140 Bass.
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DISC LICENSING L. A. Firm Plans to Fight ASCAP
PLAN EFFECTIVE By Offering Tax-Free Music
Publishing Co. Offers Radio Station Operators Plan
AFTER SEPT. 10
AFM's new licensing plan for
the recording industry, under negotiation for almost ayear, goes into
effect this month with announcement that no AFM members may,
after Sept. 10, perform any work
for a recording company unless
company holds an AFM license to
employ AFM members. To secure
such license the recording or transcription manufacturer enters into
an agreement with AFM to abide
by certain specified conditions. In
addition to agreement to meet
Union requirements on wages, and
to employ only AFM members, the
license also includes the following
significant points:
1) Every recording must be
numbered and registered with the
AFM and the maker must agree to
produce acopy on demand.
2) Every transcription must
carry on label statement giving
specific purpose for which waxing
has been made. Use in any other
way is barred, and will presumably
result in loss of license to maker.
3) Phonograph recordings must
carry on label statement to effect
recording is for non -commercial
use only.
Last mentioned point is regarded
as most important even though few
(Continued on Page 2.)

Calif. Beach Town
Sponsors Dances
To Disc Music
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.—
City fathers of this potent little oil
town have thumbed their noses at
Union officials by continuing citysponsored dances to recorded music
at Huntington Beach Pavilion, in
the face of complaints by Union
and MCA, who have been booking
bands at the Pavilion on week-ends.
Not long ago, city government, dissatisfied with financial return from
the municipally operated Pavilion,
tried a Sunday matinee dance at
10 cents per head with a library
of swing-style recordings rented
from George Farquhar, local newspaper columnist and hot record enthusiast. Turn-out was so good that
the Sunday matinee recording jigs
were continued with Wednesday
night dances added on same basis.

To Eliminate Huge Sum Paid For Performance Rights

On August 15 the music engraving and printing firm of Davis &
Schwegler, Los Angeles, sent to
radio station operators all over the
U. S. a letter that might in time
change the whole character of the
music publishing business. It is safe
to assume that most radio station
managers read it with interest, because it proposed no less than to
reduce, if not eliminate, a large
portion of the five and one-half
million dollars per year the radio
industry pays for the use of music
copyrights controlled by the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, commonly known
as ASCAP. ASCAP controls the
performance-rights to acommodity
Radio must have to operate—
American popular music, and like
any other business concern, makes
the most of its corner on something

LOCAL 60 GETS
3-MONTH PACT
FOR BANDS

PrussuRGH.—Under terms of
an agreement with local nitery
operators to the effect that they
will employ local bands at least
three months out of the year, Local
60 has withdrawn recently enacted
measure which put full commercial
scale on all remote broadcasts, in
effect, barring the nite clubs from
broadcasting.
Agreement represents acompromise as original demand of Union
was that local bands be employed
50% of the time. William Penn
Hotel was excluded from the agreement because hostelry employs local men in its cocktail room.
Dance business has taken a decided slump here this summer and
ban on broadcasting was said by
many nitery men of have cost them
last chance of keeping out of red
at this time. Lifting of the broad-'
cast ban failed to save some major
spots from folding. The William
Penn closed its roof spot for the
first time during the summer season. Other casualties were Blandi's,
out on the Freeport Road; and the
Lincoln Terrace, formerly Eddie
Peyton's spot on the Lincoln HighNEW YORK. Oft-recurring
way. Latter place opened just as
rumor that Jack Teagarden, No. 1
Local 60 clamped down with the
white trombone man, will part with
radio restriction and never really
PW to head his own band, bobs
got under way.
up again with story Big T goes on
his own in December under personal management of Arthur Michaud, p.m. for Gene Krupa, and who
until recently piloted Tommy Dorsey's business affairs.

someone else must have to do business.
The same letter was sent to
ASCAP and it can be sure
ASCAP's President Gene Buck
read it with interest, because the
name of the signer, Kenneth C.
Davis of Davis & Schwegler, was
by no means unfamiliar to Mr.
Buck, who knows Kenneth C.
Davis as the man who, as attorney
for a group of broadcasting companies in the State of Washington,
claims he put through the legislature of that state a bill that virtually outlaws ASCAP in the State
of Washington. Mr. Buck has
been very busy of late trying to
get the Federal Courts to nullify
that act of the Washington legislature.
Mr. Davis knows that to fight
mighty ASCAP he will need alot
(Continued on Page 17.)

Negro Band Set For Report 'Big T' Set
For Band Venture
St. Regis Hotel
NEW YORK. - A Negro band
will appear at a first class New
York hotel for the first time when
Billy Hicks ("and His Sizzling
Six") opens at St. Regis Hotel
Sept. 28. Booking was set by Billy
Burnham of CRA office. Hicks
plays a fast go-trumpet and band
is strictly swing-out.

Hollywood Air
Shows Grow
In Number

A bigger season than ever before
was forecast for the Hollywood
radio business as a checkup made
Page at the end of August revealed that
GENERAL NEWS
1, 29 3 20 or more major network commer'THE CRITICS' CORNER'
2 cial programs using orchestras were
SWINGIN' AROUND MANHATTAN' (New York News)
3 either starting or returning to the
air from Hollywood this month and
CHICAGO NEWS
'JAMMING AROUND' (Los Angeles News)
5 next. This does not include the
HOW THE BARN GATES SWING IN RURAL RHYTHM. 6 shows that remained on the air all
NEW RECORDS—(Briefs On the Latest Releases)
7 summer. The list of returning and
OLD RECORDS—A Department For Collectors
8 new shows, with music assignments
MICKEY GILLETTE'S 'SAX-0-FAX'
9 and starting dates:
"Good News," Meredith WillLETTERS OF A SMALL-TOWN MUSICIAN
12
RECORDING A MUSICAL PERFORMANCE (Article)
14 son, NBC Sept. 1.
Bob Hope-Pepsodent show, SkinMUSIC OF THE SCREEN
15
ARRANGERS' ROUND TABLE
16 nay Ennis. (Ennis will use local
LEADING SONGS
17 men while his band is in San FranBAND BRIEFS FROM HERE AND THERE
19 cisco). NBC Sept. 27.
L. A. BAND DIRECTORY
20
(Continued on Page 2.)
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TENNEY WINS IN
CALIF. PRIMARY
ELECTION

Local 47's President Jack Ten(Continued from P ge 1.)
observers believe it will be strictly ney, a member of the California
enforced at the beginnin .General State Legislature (Assemblyman,
belief is that it will
rye as a 46th district), was an easy victor
foundation for legal
ction by
in campaign for re-nomination in
AFM, when ready, t establish
once and for all the musicians the primary election Aug. 30, winproperty rights in his re rded per- ning the Democratic nomination by
formance. Fsrablishme t of this a decisive margin and garnering a
right in court (several d cisions al- large number of votes on the Reready uphold it) or b Congrespublican ticket. Results indicated
sional action would put the AFM
Tenney
is practically sure of rein a position to control euse to
which members' recordi sare put election in the November finals.
as ASCAP controls the rforming
Interesting sidelight is the fact
rights to all music writte by mem- that Tenney, head of L.A.'s strongbers. Under such a pan, every
est AFL union, carried the enoperator of aslot machi e phonodorsement of Labor's Non-Partisan
graph, every radio sta on using
League, asserted CIO political
records, could be forced to pay a
body, and was opposed by the AFL
licensing tax to the A
,which
Political League.
could, if desired, all
te collections among the musi •ans who
made the records, or p 'bly use
the money for une ployment
relief.

Not a 'Jitterbug'
Editor's Note:
Just a Fool'
The editor discovered this
Believing that Ican qualify as
one of TEMPO'S closest readers, I article already in type and
marked for "Critic's Corner"
get quite akick out of the feud the
while fumbling through galley
ferns have been waging in the
proofs. Aghast to find "copy"
Critic's Corner, re "killers" and
had reached the printer minus
what have you.
official editorial sanction, ye
Ibelieve it was the guy who had
ed set up a loud howl, but to
just lost a breach of promise suit
no avail. No one knew how or
who remarked, "Only fools and
old maids write letters." While I why. At press-time it was still
a mystery but ye ed is condon't know whether the "gals" who
vinced that J.E.H. is John New Recording Scale
have written in qualify as "Old
Henry,
linotype operator who
New scale for record g work,
Maids" the fact that Iam sticking
"sets" TEMPO every month,
my neck out undoubtedly qualifies
adopted at recent AFM Conven(Continued from Page 1.)
and that the article is the re- tion, goes into effect Sep 15. For
me as the "Fool" in this matter.
sult of a one-man jam session
Jack Benny, Phil Harris, NBC
phonograph
records
new
ale
calls
But "Fools" rush in where angels
on a linotype—an unusual exfor $24 for one session n texceed- Oct. 2.
fear to tread, so here goes with a
ample of "reversion to type." ing two hours, with ten
Al Pearce and Gang, Carl Hoff,
utes off
few of my impressions.
out of each hour. Former rice was NBC Oct. 10.
To my way of thinking music
$20 for a straight three our sesis the science or art of pleasing, ex- ing to justify "swing."
Dramatic program featuring TyWhile I enjoy music and like sion.
pressive or intelligible combination
rone Power. Music assignment not
New transcription pri e (com- set at writing, NBC, October.
of tones, or of rendering such tones good close harmony in fast tempo,
in a pleasing, intelligible manner, when the "gang" start blowing a mercial) calls for $18 for 15 -minBurns & Allen. Music assignwhether vocal or instrumental and lot of "sour" notes Iam inclined ute program and $24 fo a half- ment still in doubt at writing. Ray
to
believe
there
may
be
more
truth
hour program with one hour rethe terrific din which we are forced
than poetry in those articles which hearsal allowed for the quarter- Noble supposed to have contract.
to listen to, commonly called
CBS Sept. 30.
"swing" is anything but pleasing appeared in recent issues of TEMPO hour program and two ours reJack Haley, Ted Fio Rito, CBS
about the boys hitting the "weed." hearsal for the half-hour rcording.
or intelligible. I care not whethGene Krupa, Davey Tough, Wil- Old price for transcript ons was Oct. 14.
er it is Benny Goodman, Count
lie Exner and other so-called great same as film studio recor 'ng rate
Joe Penner, Ben Pollack, CBS
Basie, Gene Krupa, Bob Crosby or
any other so-called bigshot orches- drummers notwithstanding, the of $30 for a three hou session, Sept. 29.
drum, except among the savages of $50 for a double se,ssio of six
"Hollywood
Hotel,"
Victor
tra leader of today, when they
foster and perpetrate this din by the African jungle, a few of the hours. SfIghtly lower rat applies Young, CBS Sept. 9.
sending their nerve-wracking dis- South Sea Islands and the Igorots to non-commercial tran riptions
Edward G. Robinson Big Town'
cordant notes across the ether they of the Philippines, can never be a made for library stocks.
series. Music assignment not set
should be arrested and jailed for musical instrument, and while these
at writing, CBS Sept. 20.
polluting the very atmosphere we boys cut fancy capers with their
Al Jolson, Lud Gluskin, CBS
drums they remind me of akid on Crosby Men Shift
are compelled to breathe.
Sept. 20.
Christmas
morning;
all
they
are
This statement might sound like
To Tommy Dorsey
Eddie Cantor, Edgar Fairchild,
the ravings of some "long-hair," doing is making alot of noise.
CHICAGO.—Trumpeters Charlie CBS Oct. 3.
Noise
and
confusion
seems
the
but Iam sure that those who know
Lux Theatre, Lou Silvers, CBS
me best will vouch that Iam no mode of the day, and there is no Spivak and Yank Lawson eft Bob
escaping. On these warm days, Crosby band (Blackhawk Restau- Sept. 12.
"long-hair."
rant) to join Tommy Dor y. ReJean Hersholt "Dr. Chrisitian"
When so-called musicians "take with every window and door open
es, one- series, music assignment not set at
off" on some series of wild notes, and a loud radio blatting forth placements are Sterling Bo
mostly in the higher register and from every one we are gradually time member of Pollack, N ble and writing, CBS Oct. 18.
Goodman bands; and To my Dikeep it up until your nerves are all going off our nuts with our nerves
Silver Theatre, probably under
carlos, recently with Gene Krupa.
at
the
raged
edge.
So
I,
for
one,
on edge and you are ready to comFelix Mills, CBS Oct. 2.
former
Zeke
Zarchy
(trumpet),
a
mit murder, the so-called musician will throw in with Edith and cast
Robert Benchley show, music asrecentbecomes a downright menace to my vote to "kill" the "killer-diller." member of the Crosby crew
signment
not set at writing, CBS
to
reMore power to those brave ly with Red Norvo, expect
society and should be halted.
Nov. 20.
join
Crosby
band.
souls
now
conducting
orchestras
The thing that surprises me the
Texaco program, David Broek•
most is that there are in this coun- who refuse to be swept off their
man,
CBS Oct. 5.
feet
by
the
"swing"
craze
and
still
eir
adSubscribers who change
try such a vast throng of people
give
us
good,
solid,
close
harmony
Joe
E. Brown, Harry Sosnick,
notify
dresses
are
requested
to
who must believe that Darwin was
right and are reverting to type by as arelief for our shattered nerves. TEMPO promptly to insure elivery network and starting date not set
at writing.
of copies.
J. E. H., Los Angeles.
making monkeys of themselves try-

Hollywood Air
Shows Grow
In Number
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Beach Scene

Swingin'. ..
Around
...Manhattan
With Geo. Avakian
'Lambeth Walk' Arrives
Latest craze to hit New York
threatens to be the "Lambeth
Walk," English version of the "Big
Apple," which stuck to front pages
for weeks after the Duke and
Duchess of Kent introduced it to
British society. Prince Obilensky
and Gertrude Lawrence showed
New York how at the St. Regis
and Joseph (we knew him when he
was Joe) Rines recorded the ditty
of the same title which goes with
dance. Now Goodman and Ellington are being primed to wax their
versions of the "Walk."

Band Openings
(New York and Vicinity)
Harold Nagle (CRA), Hotel
Pierre, Sept. 15.
Will Osborne (ROK), Glen Island Casino, Sept. 9.
Freddy Goodman (CRA), Palisades, August 29.
George Olsen (MCA), Waldorf, August 25.
Red Norvo (MCA),
Penn, August 22.

Hotel

Don Redman, Surfside, August
20.

Tuners Tag Corrigan
Billy Hicks (CRA), Merry-GoIrving Berlin jumped on Doug Round Bar, August 20.
Corrigan's wrong-way hop with a
Joe Marsala (Mills), Hickory
song called Gone Again Corrigan,
recorded by Bill McCune ...And House, August 10.
Will Hudson comes up with Corrigan Hop ...More opportunism fore the end of the week . . .
by Mills: the Snuffy Smith-Barney Loew's State gave George Hall a
—(CBS Photo)
Google comic strip inspired La De testimonial broadcast at his AugAfternoon concerts at the open air pavilion and evening dances
Doody Do, recorded by the Duke, ust 18 opening ...Don Redman were featured by Benny Goodman during his appearance at Manwho also helped write it ...An- was to follow Hall.
hattan Beach, eastern seaside resort, one of the spots played by
other Mills find: Scat Powell, CaliBenny during his current tour, which took him to Toronto for the
fornia lad who's white but sings Band Bookings
Canadian Exhibition Aug. 26, 27, 28. Notice Martha ("Swing
The Glen Island Casino will Sweetheart") Tilton's summery attire.
strictly boog ...listen for him on
Vocalion records with Cootie Wil- carry on far into the fall season
with Will Osborne taking up Larry
liams.
thing-or-other at Bear Mountain Collector's Corner
Watch the eyebrows go up when Clinton's baton after Labor Day. Inn August 19th. Morgan has
Billy Hicks goes into the St. Regis Ditto for the Claremont Inn on written anew tune, IDon't Wan- Bill Russell, the Hot Record Soin November. Meanwhile Hicks Riverside Drive, which continues na Swing. Those in the know rea- ciety's traveling man, returned
holds forth at the Merry-Go-Round with Clyde Lucas, and the New lize that volition has nothing to do from aSouthern trip with acouple
Bar in Newark, having replaced Yorker with Henry Busse. BG dis- with it, Russ.
of transcriptions of aradio broadStuff Smith August 20.
Joe Mar- places George Olson at the Walcast made ten years ago. Studio
sala, back from the Coast, took over dorf October 26; Tommy Dorsey Artie Frets On Flat Foot'
band contained—of all people—
the bandstand inside the Hickory goes into the Lincoln two weeks
Martin Block, WNEW emcee, Pee-Wee Russell, the dying swan
House bar. With him came Adele earlier; Kay Kyser opens the Penn's and bandleader Art Shaw have a of the clarinet. Titles are March
Girard, who's strumming her harp Madhattan Room October 4.
feud coming on over the Flat Foot of the Hoodlums and Found aNew
again with Joe's Chicagoans after Disc Data
Floogee. Shaw claims that Slim Baby and they feature a mess of
a crack at Hollywood. And right
Pee-Wee's swell Chicago blackBrunswick is secretly hopped up and Slam, who first plugged their
down the street Count Basie constick. Steve Smith announces that
tune
over
Block's
station,
stole
it
about Red Norvo's new killer,
tinues to pack 'em in at the Famous
from Shoot the Likker to Me John the HRS is coming up with two
Door. The Count's band stays at Jump Jump's Here. Vocal, of Boy. Block, rallying to the colors, rare old Earl Hines QRS solos and
course, by Mildred. It's adoublethe Door until October. For anew
barreled Dillinger and ARC hopes retaliates that there's no resem- a King Oliver disc with Louis and
kick, hear the arrangement of
the Dodds boys for the next reto reach its high-water sales mark blance and spends his radio time
Margie Andy Gibson just made
issue release. Bluebird continues to
with it. Top so far is Eddie Duch- playing Jimmie Lunceford's Posin'
for the K. C. crew ...All bugs
to point out that Shaw lifted his re-issue some fine stuff from Viclooking for aplace to jitter found in's Old Man Mose, which is over title from Willie Smith's vocal. All tor's cut-outs. Latest boon to col75,000 even though Bergen Counit at Manhattan Beach August 7lectors is the batch of five Jelly Roll
ty (N. J.) barred it. Keep an eye of which gets no one anywhere,
13. Benny Goodman started a
since Freddie Keppard and Mutt Morton sides which appeared durseries of afternoon concerts and out for Miss Penny Wise, now on Carey probably went through the ing August.
evening "dansants" (at 55c per), wax with her Wise Guys. She same thing twenty-five years ago.
Jimmie Lunceford dropped into
composes, arranges, and sings on
followed by Mike Riley (August
town
for a day and remained to
her records; Vocalion sells 'em.
Bands Stage Benefit
14th), Al Donohue (21st), and
regret it as Count Basie's Famous
Apparently
Tommy
Dorsey's
For Blind Musicians
Kay Kyser (28th).
Door crew walloped the Lunceford
tired of slipping back. Charlie SpiRandall's Island presented an- band, 15-4, in a hectic softball
Krupa's Paramount Showing
vak and Yank Lawson of the Bob other bandfest August 24, this time
game at Central Park. Jimmie himTheatre biz was plenty okay with Crosby fold are to join Tommy, for benefit of blind musicians. List
Gene Krupa at the Paramount for which means Dorsey has decided of bands ran from Joe Marsala, self pitched a fine game but weak
support let the Basiemen run wild
atwo-week stay and drawing $41,- to use abrass section in his band. Louis Prima, Eddie DeLange, Hal
in the late innings, while Lester
000 the first week ...The WebbRuss Morgan and Freddy Good- Kemp, Will Hudson, Ben Bernie,
Young, the Count's tenor sax star,
Fitzgerald combine moved in on man, Benny 's trumpet •playing Guy Lombardo, and Chauncey
the 11
th and copped a bonus be- brother, played a battle of some- Morehouse down to Larry Clinton. tightened up after a bad start to
coast in easily.
WorldRadioHistory
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Crowd of 200,0 00 Turns out for
'Swing Jamboree' In Chicago

'Round ...
..Chicago

Police Reserves Called Out to Handle Mob
Of Dance-Crazy Kids; Newsmen Go Hog Wild

with John Steiner
Masses Get Art
Chicago's Civic prestidigitators,
this year known as the New Century Committee, went completely
berserk with musical fervor in the
form of mass spectacles. On August 20 Soldier's Field was the scene
of the Annual Chicago Band Music
Festival, which offered, besides
speeches and an ovation for Flyer
Doug Corrigan, band groups of
1000 players and up, eight combined drum and bugle corps, the
Detroit Chrysler Bagpipers, the Elgin Hawaiian Band, innumerable
high school bands, and to top off
all that, the musical performer with
the most intimate style in the world
—Alec Templeton. Affair drew
estimated 85,000 people who applauded Templeton's offerings more
enthusiastically than anything except Corrigan's triumphal entry.

September, 1938

dance band concerts which have
been bolstering public interest in
park music (
TEMPO, Aug.) was
the appearance of the Bob Crosby
band, which outdrew by 5000 the
attendance records of the other
bands. Outstanding offerings were
stand-bys from the BC repertoire
of Deep South stuff—South Rampart Street Parade, Gin Mill Blues,
Beale Street. Park Board is dickering with MCA for areturn date.
Juice Boxes Popular
The electric organ fad in Chi's
smaller niteries continues to boom
along. Several small restaurants
and the Brevoort and Bismarck bars
were among the most recent spots
to plug in electric consoles. Aniong
the better known manipulators of
these contrivances are Russ Bishop
(Ye Old Cellar), Ernie Johnson
(Richards Restaurant), Norma
Ballard (Brevoort Bar).
It might be of interest here to
mention that two really great pianists, Meade "Lux" Lewis and
Albert Ammons, have retired as
professional keyboard men because
they needed steady income and
couldn't find it at the ivories.

CHICAGO. -- Should
me historian, 100 years or so fr m now,
pick up acopy of aChica opaper
of Aug. 24 he will get a puzzling
impression of what cur ently is
called civilization. On Page1of the
Daily Times he would see, n2-inch
letters, "200,000 SWI
IT."
On Page 1of the Herald- xaminer
he would find, under the heading
"JITTERBUGS JAM SO DIERS
FIELD," a story starting:

name-bands supplied gratis music
by special permission of Local 10's
civic-minded Headman Jimmy Petrillo. The fact that in actuality
there was very little bona fide
swing music heard all evening
didn't prevent the New Century
Committee's "Swing Jamboree"
from being a howling success. It
was good enough for these kids to
show off to and they had a swell
time milling about to the music of
Jimmy Dorsey, Earl Hines, Abe
"An incredible, howlin, sway- Lyman and Frankie Masters. And
ing jam of an estimated 200,000 newspaper writers had aswell time
jitterbugs stomped into Soldier's pounding out yarn after yarn in
Field last night. Cheering, shout- which every known and unknown
ing, singing and moaning in an expression in that vast vocabulary
ecstacy of swing music, they filled of so-called "swing lingo" was batevery seat, jammed the ai les and ted around in columns of meaningpacked into the fields un •l there less stuff. The newspapers screamed
was hardly an inch to spa e."
with "Hep Cats Give" ..."JitterThe occasion was the N w Cen- bugs Take It!" ..."Alligators In
tury Committee's "Swin
Jam- Big Shag!" .. ."Ardent Young
boree," staged at Soldier's ield os- Wackies" ...etc.
tensibly to pick the winne of the
Whatever it was, it was so much
Mid-West "Swing Champ onship" fun and excitement that extra cops
in acompetition by some oama-were called out to handle the mob
teur swing outfits selected from a and the "amateur swing contest"
starting field of 324, but hat did got so far out of hand that the
more to attract the huge crowd, judges just gave up and announced
were the advertised invita ions to that the 50 finalists would have to
all the local dance-crazy kids to get together later to compete for
turn out and put on their acts in the "championship" some other
public while a number of visiting night.

Masses Get Swing
Just three days later Soldiers
Field was the scene of that hectic
"Swing Jamboree" of which you
have no doubt heard, details of
which are contained in aseparate
account on this page.
Just afew notes on Benny's Ravinia concert. It was, as expected, Band Movements
acommercial success, with the gate
Present period is relatively quiet
totaling around $6,000. The jour- as far as important band movenalists made afront-page field day ments are concerned, with only a the Trianon Aug. 20 but was in ericks (CRA) at the Stevens Sept.
of it and the minimum yarn filled few worthy of note to reach our for just ashort time, with follow- 7. The Biltmore Boys (CRA)
at least one column. Benny banned notebook at writing. Lang Thomp- ing band not set at writin .Dick closed at the La Salle Aug. 20 but
all photographers (how do you like son (CRA) follows Jimmy Dorsey Jurgens (MCA) took ove at the were to return Labor Day. Guy
that?) and all "news photos" were (ROK) at Bon Air on Labor Day. Aragon Aug. 20. Jackie Heller Lombardo (MCA) is to hit the
Shep Fields (MCA) opened at was slated to follow Marvi Fredposed shots of professional shag
(Continued on Page 17.)
artists registering "jitter ecstacies."
These, with the ridiculous comments of the reporters gave achildish touch to the whole thing. Random remarks heard during concert:
"Band can't swing since Krupa
left.."
"Jeez, can that guy Hampton
make faces!"
"His mother must have been
scared by Ellington. See how he
uses those mutes."
"If you listen, it isn't so good,
but it is fun to watch."
(As Benny makes one of his
rare misses on ahigh one) :"Boy,
can he play dirty!"
The program contained many of
Benny's familiar band numbers like
Sometimes I'm Happy, King Porter, Roll 'Em, One O'Clock Jump.
The trio did After You've Gone,
Body and Soul and Runnin' Wild.
That the piano accordion is probably the most popular istrument with the American public was
The quartet did Dinah, Man I
demonstrated again as more than 1000 enthusiasts packed t enorth ballroom of the Stevens Hotel
Love, Ding Dong Daddy, Stompin'
in Chicago during the recent Music Merchants' Convention ohear an "accordion jamfest" sponsored
at the Savoy.
by the Accordiana and Excelsior companies. Among the noted accordionists who performed were (left
Crosby's Grant Park Concert to right in photo): Andy Arcari, Anthony Mecca, Domenic Mecca, Pietro Diero, John Serry, Joe
Highlight of the early evening Biviano.

Accordionists Stage a'Jam Session'
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Ja m111 ing

Band Openings
(L. A. and Vicinity)

Page Five

HIM

Ted Fiorito (MCA), Topsy's,
Sept. 24.
••
Shep Fields (MCA), Biltmore,
Sept. 15.
With Hal Holly
Ted Weems (MCA), Palomar,
ton Beach Casino, right after a
Sept. 19 (not official).
Vido's Band Venture
couple of established MCA bands,
Ken Baker (MCA), Palomar,
Vido Musso, whose new band Carol Lofner and Hal Grayson,
Sept. 12 (for one week).
had
laid
terrible
eggs,
Baker
went
debuted at Villa Venice following
New product protects
Anson Weeks (MCA), AmJoe Venuti, surprised us all by in and packed the joint. Just shows
lacquered finishes —
pulling a band out of someone's how this swing-style stuff that trade bassador, Sept. 6.
Benny Meroff (ROK), Tophat that is as promising an outfit papers said died two years ago, is
makes them last longer
as anyone has put together around upsetting all the rules of the dance sy's, Aug. 18.
here in along time. Band is built business.
Jack Dunn, Zenda, Aug. 17.
and look better. Repels
The question was whether Bakaround Vido's tenor, but the other
Bob Keith, Biltmore Rendezperspiration acids.
Regood boys in the band get plenty er's crowd would pay the Palo- vous, Aug. 11.
of breaks. Sax section is plenty
Vido Musso, Villa Venice,
stores lustre to dull instrong with Jack Ordean, Bob GioAug. 12.
ga, Chauncey Goodwin, Reuel
struments — and keeps
Lynch (clarinet). Brass section is
comprised mostly of new-corners
the Vista Del Arroya in Pasadena
new ones looking new
with a kid named Ernie Figueroa
is strong on doubles; this eightpiece outfit can put out three viodoing the solos. You'll hear plenty
longer.
lins, also a brass section of three
of Ernie. Rhythm section has a
trumpets and trombone, and has
solid man in Pianist Stan Kenton,
Give your instrument
accordion and sax in the line-up.
an asset in any man's band. (For
complete personnel see L. A. Band
...Les Hite has signed with MCA.
a new lease on life by
Johnny (Candy) Candido with
Directory—Page 20.)
Arrangements are by local men, with sevMCA now, and heading a small
Selmerizing it!
eral by Bill Sodeburg, who does
combo at the "Seven Seas" ...
Phil Harris returns to the Coast
many of Les Hite's scores. At writSelmerize is easily and
ing Vido's future was abit vague.
around 15th of this month ...
Bob Dunham, an up-and-corner in
Villa Venice was expected to cut
quickly applied.
Costs
the band business, played the anto three nights per week and this
nual Sheriff's Picnic which drew
will make it hard to keep the boys
only 35e at your dealers.
60,000 people to Santa Anita.
together but Promoter Al Jarvis,
Vido's partner in the venture (band
Benny Meroff ahold-over draw
is billed as the "Al Jarvis Makeat Topsy's ...Don Alexander,
ttg
ELKHART,
Believe-Ballroom Orchestra under
also known here as Don Bybee, is
INDIANA
organizing a band for a proposed
the direction of Vido Musso")
KEN BAKER — Local band tour as "Alexander's Ragtime
will not be overlooking any bets
and, what with the radio publicity gets abreak at Palomar for one Band" ...John Scott Trotter of
the Kraft Program does a onetie-up, ought to be acinch to keep week.
nighter at the Pasadena Communthe boys working as long as there
is any demand for bona-fide swing. mar's prices. By the way, Baker's ity dance Sept. 17.
Jarvis was already opening new singer, Elizabeth Tilton (Martha's
Tommy Chambers subbed for Pifields by presenting the band at a sister) left band latter part of anist Baldwin Bergerson with "Pins YOUR PERFORMANCE
special dance down on Central August to join Buddy Rogers.
& Needles" show at Biltmore when
Ave. (L.A.'s Harlem) Monday Thornehill With Ennis
Bergerson was hospitalized with WITH THE FINEST...
night, Aug. 29, with Louie Armstomach ailment during show's run
Claude Thornehill, pianist-arstrong expected to sit during the
here.
ranger credited with "discovering"
evening. Advance sale looked like
Maxine Sullivan, and who did the
asell-out.
arrangements for her best known Armstrong in L.A. for
discs, arrived in L. A. recently to
Ken Baker Gets Break
Spot in Warner Film
take charge of shaping up the
At Palomar
Louis Armstrong arrived in Los
Skinnay Ennis band. Thornehill
Casa Loma band was released
Angeles last of August to report THE PEDLER COMPANY
will also be in charge of arrangDepartment 9-T
Elkhart, Indiana
from contract at Palomar a week
ing, etc., for Ennis' radio commer- for duty at Warner Bros. studio for
early at request of ROK in order
playing and acting role in Going
cial (Pepsodent). Ennis band goes
to let band get in a nice run at
to Mark Hopkins in San Francisco Places, Dick Powell starrer. MaxL.A. County Fair. This left spot
this month with Ennis flying down ine Sullivan also set for part in
with a week to fill prior to opensame filin.
for the commercial and using a
ing of Ted Weems and break went
•
DRUM REPAIRS
•
local band for the airshow. The
See
to Ken Baker (MCA), a youngROY E. DUNCAN
Ennis band, formerly Gil Evans', Nidorf Here to Hypo
wit h
ster who has been steadily pushing
is in here on transfer from Santa
WILSHIRE MUSIC CENTER
his way up around here. Baker
ROK
Coast
Bookings
Wilshire
and
Western
D R -3256
Ana and Ennis would have to pay
and his boys were among the first
Mike Nidorf, vice-president of
stand-by if he used it. New men
around here to cast their lot with
in the Ennis band are Waide Schle- Rockwell O'Keefe, Inc., is headthe swing trend and stick to it.
ARE YOU A
gel (trumpet), replacing one of the quartering at L. A. office of ROK,
Arrangements are styled a la BG
three trombones; and Fred Whit- superintending drive to spot more SAXOPHONE SLAVE
and Chick Webb, in fact some
of hard wort ied costly tenons. Law to Idea
ing (bass) formerly of the Ray ROK bands on Coast. Local staff Eanekaicasal
*Oa." Lars rim "matte di sole
sound like they might have been Scott Quintet.
iaaeolboalit This couplets aid modem come as
was augmented with addition of
Sala roe for •nuke caw. Write lor Wormed« tads*
taken of their records. Band has a
Reg Marshall to handle one-night MICKEY OiLLETTi SCHOOL OP MUSK
Studio T204 Ili
NO. WM St
strong following with the high Jottings:
ers and Norman Doyle to work on
school hoofers. Down at Hunting- Daryl Harper's new combo at locations.
•
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YOUR INSTRUMENT
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How the Barn Gates
Swing in Rural Rhythm

usually with apencil and sheet of
manuscript paper handy. He buys
the newest swing recordings and
copies the arrangements. He buys
all the books on his instrument—
books of hot breaks, licks, ztc.
The rural musician's rapid progress can also be attributed to his
ability to recognize and remember
certain licks that he hears and
likes.

Square Dances Have Given Way to the
Doing the Big Apple in the Orchards

By Harry Knotts

F remaining

ROM one of King Korn's few
strong-holds, the

rural section of the country, comes
the mournful strains of the old
barn dance band's Swan Song. For
that durn young upstart, Kid
Swing, has invaded the sticks and
put the antiquated ruler of rural
rhythm to rout.
The rural romeos and their apple-checked gal friends were content with corny rhythms until those
grooving gates, Goodman, Dorsey,
Crosby, et al, flashed across the
swing horizon. 'Twas then they
rebelled and demanded that the
home town orks clear out the store
of corn and stock up with the new
product that had caught their
fancy—Swing.

THE KIMPEL RECORD RACK
• Holds 50 records of both sizes,
keeps them handy and accessible.
• Base is made of attractively finished wood, supports of silk-covered steel.
Index chart finds any record immediately, with no searching.
.1. A new product, the record rack
is already in the homes of hundreds of record-owners.
e.• Neat and compact, it fits unobtrusively into any small space.
ee Expert workmanship, it adds to
the beauty of the room as an
attractive piece of furniture.
See your music dealer now. If he
cannot supply you, your order or
his will be filled promptly.

CARL KIMPEL & CO.
436 East 88th Street, New York City
Individual order will be filled 0.0.D.
$3.50, plus postage.

•

DRUMMERS

•

All prices, terms and trade-in allowances made by ROY E. DUNCAN personally—at

WILSHIRE MUSIC CENTER

Wilshire and Western

DR-3256
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Editor's Note:

outfits is very keen. In fact competition is greater in the rural section than in the cities. For instance,
Joe Smith may be playing for the
Saturday nite dances in a large
country town. Ten miles away, in
another town, Bob Brown's ork is
playing. Both leaders are after the
same crowd, and realize that unless they serve the terpers with the
best brand of swingaroo, biz will
take anose-dive. The only answer

Harry Knotts, author of the
Competition Keen
accompanying article, was
The competition among rural
formerly Baltimore correspondent for TEMPO until
forced by ill health to retire to
a small Maryland town for a
rest. During this time he has
been akeen student of musical
trends in the rural regions and
TO MEET THE SPECIFIC
herewith presents the results
REQUIREMENTS OF THE
of his observations.
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIAN

(Continued on Page 18.)

INSTlitUMENTS

Victorious in the towns, the Kid
Swing turned his attention to the
"sticks" (the farming section).
Here he met stiff opposition. The
square dance with the fiddle, jews•
harp, banjo and harmonica, refused
to give way to the new trend of
rhythm. The old heads scoffed at
the idea that swing would sound
the death knell for the square
dance. It was the favorite dance of
their fathers, their grandfathers—
it was their fave music and to hell
with this thing called swing. They
still believe Swing is nothing more
than aheluva lotta noise.
Youngsters Demand Swing
The younger generation in the
rural section, however, felt a bit
different than their grandparents
—about swing. Instead of "forming to the right" on the old barn
dance floor, they trucked on down
to the "round" dances at the county seat. By this time, the rural
dance outfits had been converted.
Having lost prestige among the
younger terpers, the square dance—
the fiddle, jews-harp, banjo and
harmonica—soon passed into oblivion.
Now, to discuss the progress
rural gates have made since Kid
Swing took over the throne. The
caliber of most of the bands is still
not quite up to that of the "citified" orks. The reason for this apparent mediocrity is not difficult to
understand. There are very few,
if any, teachers of the new school,
in the rural section. You wonder
then, perhaps, where the gate gets
his schooling in the finer points of
swingology. He receives it from
three sources—the radio, phonograph and home studies. He listens
to Goodman or Dorsey on the air,

M USICAL

supremacies

that

must have
can be found in the South rn Califorcomplete
nia Music Company's lar
stock of highest quality in truments—
strings, wind and percuss on—expert
repair departments for all
Why dis card old instruments when a small expenditure will restore their former tone
Estimates

•

at:self

rue tone

INSTRUMENTS

Superior tone quality, inton ation, and
action in Buescher Cornets, Trumpets
and Trombones.

•
NEW & RARE OLD VIOLINS
Largest and most complet e line of
strings and accessories in he West.
Piastro Wondertone, Tricol e, Kaplan
Red-O-Ray, Armour Conce F
t Master,
La Bella and Toms string
Expert
bow rehairing.
OW

Stock Always Fre h
Musical

HAYNES-SCHWELM
CUNDY-BETTONEY
POWELL and Others

Percussion Instruments by
LUDWIG
LEEDY
DEAGAN and Others

BUESCHER

Ose

Prices Consistently

Flutes and Piccolos by

Trumpets, Trombones

COME IN AND TRY
Tte
:
7
ee
?lr

BUESCHER
PAN-AMERICAN
VEGA, REGENT
and Others

every

professional wants an

quality—or improve them
cheerfully given.

Band Instruments by

VEGA
OLDS and Others

Woodwinds by
PENZEL-MUELLER
CLTNDY-BETTONEY
MOENNIG and Others

Violins, Violas,
and Basses

HEINRICH ROTH
—both modern and old
instruments by other
makers

Piano Accordions by
DALLAPE
SCANDALLI
ROHNER and Others

Stringed Instruments by
MARTIN
VEGA and Others

Pianos by
BALDWIN

Instruments D pt. Under Direction of ART KOHR

Supplying the Southland's Musical Needs Since 1880

OUTRE RN CALIFORNIA

THE SPOTLIGHT
IS ON OUR NEW AND COMPLETE 32 PAGE CATALOG
SEND FOR IT TODAY — IT'S FREE

Musical Instruments—Accessories—Orchestrations
FASTER SERVICE!

LOWER PRICES!

TERMINAL MUSICAL SUPPLY

Cellos

245 W. 34th St., N. Y. C.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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NEW

RECORDS:

Duke and Lionel Top Band Discs; Nan
Wynn and Louie Take Solo Honors
Lawrence Brown Shows Old-Time Solo Style
Again On Ellington's 'Rose of Rio Grande'

By Marshall Stearns
The Duke Steps Out
On Brunswick
VOCALION
BRUNSWICK
takes the lead this month with

any good alto-player until he takes
a quick run that spells Carter in
capitals. Are you a Carter fan?
Don't miss him. He plays white
alto the way it should be played,
and also fine clarinet and trumpet
that reminds of Armstrong. Not
on this waxing though. The kick
is Nan Wynn, with abacking that
sells her solid. There's a fire raging inside that won't go out until
she does. If you see that Vincent
Lopez movie short, watch her
hands. Beautiful stuff like that
doesn't come easy. And praise the

number in some time. For afinish,
hats off to the guitarist with Will
Hudson. He made the only good
record of Floogie much better. And
a palm to Glenn Miller for the
idea of Sold American. Both on
Brunswick.
Lionel Heads Victor
Victor wasn't kidding when they
called Lionel's four sides classics in
swing. Shoe Shiner's Drag & I'm
in the Mood For Swing have been
issued, with Muskrat Ramble and
stuff coming up. Incidentally, it's
a great example of what a little
subtle arranging can do for ajamsession. Carter merely sees that
each soloist gets a solid backing,
and kicks out with one chorus by
the sax section on Mood that is too
much. But get a load of the personnel: Benny Carter, Hershal
Evans, Dave Mathews, and Babe
Rusin, saxes (so help me); Billy
Kyle, piano; Joe Jones, drums, and
amysterious trumpeter with afake

Page Seven
ing. Forget Hawkins and see if
you don't want to cry for joy over
Hershal. But that isn't all. Give
the youngsters a break, and dig
Dave Mathews in the last chorus
on alto. We plugged him last
(Continued on Page 19.)

TONE-UP
WITH

A

NEW

A. LELANDAIS
MOUTHPIECE

AND REEDS
a half-dozen good platters. Lead
• They have done more to peroff is Duke Elfect the reed tone in American
lington's A Gypsy
music than perhaps anything
that has ever been brought to
Without a Song
this country. Monsieur Lelan& Rose of the Rio
dais, most noted mouthpiece
Grande. This
designer in the world, for the
first time gives the endorsement
Gypsy number is
of his personal name, and Conso good that even
tinental adds the Seal of Approval.
Get the enlightening
ickies fall out
booklet on Lelandais mouthabout it without
pieces and reeds. A world of
information, and it's free.
knowing why. It's
the Duke in a
NEW HARMON
M. W. STEARNS
smooth mood, 'Too Good To Last'—Stearns
playing an out-ofthe-world intro, with the big band
CORNET, TRUMPET MUTE
taking over like a tidal wave. Be"Sweet as a Nut"
fore and after the releasP, they go
• Made of copper with sliding brass tube and
into atrick beat with Rex Stewart
removable cup, this beautiful new Swing.
on top while the boys rumba on
master Harmon Mute for trumpet or cornet
their tumba. As far as I'm conproduces a tonal effect that records and
broadcasts
with great improvement over
cerned, it's all aterrific buildup to
aluminum models. Color harmonizes beautiasparkling alto solo by the all-time
fully with gold or gold lacquer instrument
bell; retains brilliancy; will not finger mark;
wonder, Johnny Hodges. There's a
fully job-tested and adefinite sensation wherguy who plays as if there was a
ever tried. Continental approved. Costs more;
worth it. Endorsed by leaders.
207
fire under him twenty-four hours a
day. How do they keep from burning out? Explain it any way you
can, but despite their occupation
musicians hang on to life with an
uncanny tenacity. Condon and
At Your Music Store
Spanier and Sullivan were practior Write Direct
cally dead a dozen times. Maybe
it's Chicago. You don't have to
know anything about swing to like
Dept. 9347, 630 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
Gypsy, but it helps on the other
side. Rose of the Rio Grande is
Nan Wynn, as snapped by the CBS photographer during one
simply a framework for Larry of her recent broadcasts. Also seen are Conductor Lynn Murray,
Brown and his sliphorn. Maybe Singer Barry Wood, Guitarist Frankie Worrel, composer of Monyou remember Larry's tremendous day Night, a song introduced by Nan Wynn. Miss Wynn (see
first chorus on the Duke's Sheik, column 1) hails from Wheeling, W. Va., came to radio from vaudemany years ago. The best. Well, ville, was heard as "Suzanne" from a local station before signing
he does it again plus. Somehow, with CBS. She weighs 110 lbs., is five feet, six inches tall, has dark
Larry gets that ease and melodic brown hair and eyes, likes swimming, ping-pong and apple pie.
(Brand New Chorus)
richness. Most of the time he's
Check instrument you play and you
will be sent a hot chorus in the same
making up a better tune than the
s
bt
e
y
lo
lew.as played by swing stars listed
title-number. Which is a fair test Lord, she's not the baby-doll type. name. It's atoss-up between James
of improvising. A funny guy, She just sings, without the jive, and Bengan. Remember, nobody Write today. Please enclose 10c for
each chorus to cover cost of handling
though, because it's along time be- and it hurts to watch her. Latch knows, and then try and tell which
Clarinetne
Goodman
on
fast
because
it
can't
last.
it is. For my money it's Harry
T. Dorsey
tween solos. Just as you get to forTrumpet
James
On Vocalion, Mildred Bailey James and amoral to the effect 0/
get him, he kicks out with a solid
Freeman
platter like this. Now you try to swings out with Small Fry & IWas how much he took from Bunny. 13 Saxophone
1:ISpanish Guitar
Kress
Born to Swing. It's righteous stuff Anyway, add the whole thing up DAccordionBiviano
forget him.
that jumps from the gun. The bass and you have two discs that will
BROKEL STUDIOS
About Nan Wynn
player helps plenty, but Imiss the be played for years to come with 64 East Jackson Blvd.
Chicago,
Different stuff, but just as solid usual swell instrumental solos back- new kicks each time. On Shoe
in its way, is Nan Wynn's vocal- ing Mildred. As it is, the emphasis Shiner's Drag ,for example, Carter
izing on Teddy Wilson's Now It is on the arrangement. Up next, kicks out, with Lionel in there, and —BEST PRICES—
Can Be Told & Tisket Tasket. did you dig the Duke's Pyramid? then Hershal plays bleed tenor. Do For Your Used Drums and Accessories
ROY E. DUNCAN
Stop and remember that Benny Johnny Hodges cut the same num- you get it? There are tears in his
with
Carter was on the date. Now It ber for Vocalion and it's even more tone although the agony is subWILSHIRE MUSIC CENTER
Can Be Told is by far the best, and weird. On the back is Lost in Med- dued. Basie's Lester Young got the
Wilshire and Western
DR -3256
glimpse Carter's lead. It might be itation, which is the saddest, finest publicity, but Hershal has the feel

SWINGMASTER

CONTINENTAL MUSIC CO.
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Buy. ONLY the Best REEDS
f64. ewe mcae 7K,sieueieet,s
Demand "MICRO" Reeds

OLD

Little Known Band Credited with
Origination of New Style

MICRO

•suics-unc•

The hest a, any
price!

RECORDS:

'Boots and His Buddies,' San Antonio Band,
Attracting Wide Interest Via Recordings

•••

By Campbell Holmes

MICRO
"TRII-MIT"
The leader in the
medium Mice had

T

HERE .
is an up-and-coming
band down in San Antonio
MICRO
hy the name of "Boots and His
"MM.-CI-RIME"
Çood Reeds at Law
REEDS
—
Buddies" whose records on Bluegib
Prices
bird present a marvelous opportunity to observe afine style in the
I3e Assured of Complete Satisfaction
making.
All Leading Stores Sell "MICRO" Products
Now San Antonio has produced
J
.SCHIMIRTZ MUSIC CO ., I
nc.
more than afair share of good mu10 West 19th St
new York, 11. V.
sicians and there must be something there or Peck Kelly wouldn't
SMALL BAND ARRANGEMENTS
Distinctive Special Arrangements oa prefer it to fame and
fortune.
old standards for trumpet, alto, tenor,
piano and drums for only $1.00. Gui- Smoke indicates a fire. Could this
tar and Bass parts free.
Also other Texas town be another Kansas City
combinations.
or Chicago?
HOT CHORUSES-10 for $1.00
Free List on Request.
Write Today
"Boots" Douglas is leader, drumFIVE STAR ORCHESTRA SERVICE
114 W. Linwood Blvd.. Kansas City, Mo. mer, and arranger for "Boots and
His Buddies." The group seems to
have what has produced styles elsewhere. With the exception of
USED RECORDS
about one man, the band has re— — 10c Each — —
mained intact since it was organOver 10,000 popular records, all
ized six years ago. There has been
makes, slightly used, 10c each.
hour after hour of practice, night
after night playing on the job, and
Can quote very low price in lots
no telling how much jamming.
of 100 to 1,000 for commercial use.
The individual powers and limitations become the property of the
WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
group, resulting in anew collective
ROSE MUSIC CO.
personality.
This happened in
621 WEST EIGHTH ST.
Kansas City and resulted in Count
VA. 1865
Los Angeles
Basie. Freeman, Sullivan, Krupa
and Tesch went through the same
process in Chicago.
Nine members of the band were
born in San Antonio, including
Boots himself. Few have played in
any other band. The current influences, like Ellington and Lunce•
ford, have been felt and adopted
to their own use. The originality
LEARN TO JAM A of the arrangements is expressed
by the names given them on the
NEW EASY WAY
records. The Goorta Goo becomes
the Goo; Somebody Loves Me—
•
The Somebody; Sleepy Time Gal
Each entire lesson is —just Sleepy Gal.
These arrangements by Boots are
spent with apiano
very complex and are made with
accompanist
the capabilities of the band well in
mind, as is the case in such orches•
tras as Lunceford's, Ellington's,
Using a new simplified
and Basie's. Many of the effects
Chord System just a few
are not unlike the old Bennie
weeks of enjoyable lesMoten band. In fact, when the
sons will enable you to
identity of Boots was unknown,
JAM in any tune.
many suspected the records to be
the work of the Moten band. The
group plays with a terrific swing,
Mickey Gillette
and gets out on the arrangements.

MELL-0•KONE
,

SAW N

SAXOPHONE
SCHOOL
1735 1/
2 North Vine
GL. 0159

Outstanding Solo Men

There are some exceptionally
capable soloists. Boots is a firstrate drummer and furnishes both
the necessary foundation and excitement to the soloists as well.

The trumpet solos on tl e records
are the work of ayoungster of 23
from New Orleans, wh has been
with the band for two years. He
is capable of asolo that stands out
in killer style as well as one closer
to the orchestral line. The frequently used tenor is tework of
depends
Baker Millens, and mu
upon him for the total ffect. The
piano plays often in the style
Count
brought to the front

September, 1938
the theme song. Rose Room has a
noteworthy introduction consisting
of a very interesting change of
rhythm. The Sad is afine number
displaying the band's talent for a
slow tempo. Good trumpet may
be heard on The Goo, The Sad,
Anytime. Good tenor on Avalon,
Anytime, The Sad. Sleepy Gal has
avery interesting bit of orchestration in achorus of conversation between muted trombone and the
rhythm section. Here at its best,
the basis of this device is frequently
used by Boots to great advantage.
The complete and inclusive personnel for the records: Thedors
Gilders, Percy Bush, Douglas Byers, Charles Anderson (trumpets);
Johnnie Shields (trombone), Alva
Brooks, Wee Demry, Baker Mil'
lens, Dave Ellis (saxes); A. J.
Johnson (piano), Jeff Vant (guitar), Walter McHenry (bass),
Boots Douglas (drums).
In these days of "sweet-swing,"
don't let the comparative roughness
of this outfit frighten you away;
for it's ready as well, and the
rough edge is employed to good advantage. The discs were pos.sibly
recorded by a portable outfit, and
unfortunately, very badly. But
then Isuppose that we should consider ourselves lucky that such a
group gets down on wax at all.

Answering the Mail:
To Hugh Bartlett, of Vancouver: The announcement has reached
here of a new edition of Discography, published by Charles Delaunay, the French expert. It will
greatly augment the original edition, which is invaluable to collectors, both in correction of old data
and addition of new material. It
can
be ordered directly from Paris
BOOTS DOUGLAS
Headby sending a dollar to J
AZZ HOT,
man of "Boots and
is Bud15,
Rue
du
Conservatoire,
Paris 9e,
dies," little known San Antonio
France.
band, currently attra ting atMarvin Freedman of Los Antention of swing critic
geles writes that he has discovered
Basie, but also in sol
where a two different matrices to New OrHines-like trumpet sty e is well leans Rhythm Kings' Wolverine
handled. On one of te records Blues and that there is considerakes itself able difference between them.
a very satisfying alto
John Steiner of Milwaukee
heard.
Many of the records issued are wanted to know who played the
in acommercial style u ally long cornet on Whiteman's I'm Coming,
on vocal. But it is with the others Virginia; then wrote in and an.
that this article is conce ed, alist swered his own question. It was
of which follows (all on luebird) : Red Nichols.
Wild Cherry & R se Room
(6063), How Long
Anytime
(6132), Sleepy Gal (6 68), The
Raggle Toggle & Blues fAvalon
(7187), The Weep & The Goo
(7217), The Sad (72 6), Ain't
Misbehavin' (7241),
he Somebody (7269).
Some of these are s'11 on the
Bluebird lists, but most ave been
cut out. Raggle Taggle
Avalon
is probably the best sin le record,
well representing the ab .ity of the
band. Raggle Toggle is nstructed
out of some fine counter int with
a classical result. Wild Cherry is
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You'll Get

FAX
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MICKEY

GILLET TE

Preferred By Professional Artists

OWARDS developing your clarinet playing Iam happy to sub-

Complete Stock of Musical Instruments and Accessories

To accomplish
the stomach should come OUT when you inhale and IN when
exhale. Do not expect your stomach to move in and out of its
force. When inhaling you must physically move your stomach
The chest should be motionless when breathing.

Over the 'Bump'
To avoid "bumps" in going
from A to B (in staff) the A key
should ALWAYS be pressed on
the side so that the tip of the
finger remains over and close to
the first hole.

a slight drop in pitch.
(Oh, yes! and squeaks.)

BERRY & GRASSMUECK

645 E. Colorado

Don't Pinch
It is acommon habit of sax-men
to pinch the clarinet too much
when trying for a "legit" tone.
When you hear a good clarinet
tone it does sound rigid, but not
pinched.
It is good practice to play a
phrase through softly and then repeat the same phrase at a slightly
increased volume. If you do this
you might find it one of your habits
to pinch the lips when playing
louder.

I

PATRICK 01 MARSH - Etttertairenteat

Free Parking

GL. 2241

Reeds and Accessories
The nearest

repair shop to the
Hollywood sound and broadcasting studios.
11111111111111MMIMUM1181111111111111111111111111111111111111111111nUr

Sub-Tone
To play good sub-tone clarinet
the lips should be held loosely.
The vibrato should be produced
with "0-0-0." Keep the throat
open and play VERY soft. Do
not use too stiff areed. Even for
"legit" clarinet astiff reed should
never be used.

Orchestras

Accepting

Registrations From Capable, Experienced
Professional Musicians
510 New Orpheum Bldg.
TU. 2140
Loe Angeles, California

THE BROADCAST
NEWEST RADIO-SONG MAGAZINE
Artists' and Writers'
GUIDE
Radio Flashes—Song Tips—Orchestra Notes
Sample Copy 10c —
P. 0. Box 67

$1 Per Year

COVINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA

Termed a Master and World Authority on Brass Instruments by
John Philip Sousa, Victor Herbert, and many other world renowned
directors and composers.

DR.

E.

M.

HINER

TEACHER OF ALL BRASS INSTRUMENTS
$2.00 Per Lesson; 3 for $5.00 In Advance

4757 N. Figueroa, L. A.

CL. 63881

A New and Complete Theoretico-Practical Study of the Trumpet
Extreme High and Low Register Guaranteed

LOUIS MAGGIO
TRUMPET TEACHER

ALL LIP TROUBLES ELIMINATED
Phone EXposition 8122

Studio: 1054 2-5 So. Ardmore Ave.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Baxter-Northup Music Co.
Offer their complete line of

BAND

AND

ORCHESTRA

Flutes and Piccolos

Flutes-Piccolos

HERBERT F. KNOPF

Clarinets-Bass Clarinets

French

Horns

Bassoons-Alto Clarinets
Oboes-English

KING Saxophones

•

BAXTER-NORTHUP

Horns

•

BRASS AND WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS
STRING

1

INSTRUMENTS
HORST MOENNIG

WM. S. HAYNES

When ending the tone, be sure Embouchure
It is acommon fault to relax the
the tongue does not move. This
lips when playing extreme low
tones. Practice a few descending
Professional Repairing
scales in this register and strive for
a set embouchure to the lowest
note.
1514 N. Highland
Hollywood

Pasadena, Calif.

will cause

Getting a 'Bark'
To develop a good solid "bark" Intonation
in your playing, practice 8th notes
To improve your placement of
for about three weeks. Play at a
tone: if the music goes up,
slow tempo and with a sustained
THINK that note, if it goes down
sound for each note. When changdo likewise. The lack of this sysing from note to note, raise or
tem causes much of the poor inlower the fingers QUICKLY.
tonation we hear on clarinets.
Attack
Practice
When attacking a note do not
The scales should be a daily
draw the tongue back too far. It
practice and of course with the
should remain as close to the reed
proper cross fingerings used. Do
as possible. Do not have the tonnot try to play them fast. Give
gue pressed hard against the reed
before starting. The air should each note a sustained sound.
"drop" into the mouthpiece from This will hold back the "wild"
the front of the mouth. Do not fingers. Do not allow the throat
tones to change in quality from
blow from the back of the throat.
the other registers. Perhaps it is
Sustained Tones
your fault to open the throat on
To improve the long-sustained the throat tones.
tones, the flesh should be held
The Tongue
firmly against the chin. Do not
To develop a proper attack,
draw the corners of the mouth back
TOO far. This will cause aquiv- sustain middle C and beat your
ver in the tone. Keep the throat foot. For each down beat touch
closed as though singing a high the reed lightly. When the tone
note. Keep the volume of the tone does not stop for each attack then
up by continually "feeding" the you are using your tongue correctly.
air.

Thomas S. Ogilvie

BETTER RESPONSE
LONGER LIFE

Gold Crest Reeds

mit the following suggestions:
TCorrect
breathing should be from the diaphragm.

Position
When practicing keep your head
up, your clarinet down, and
DON'T use a vibrato. When on
the job a vibrato should be used.
The fingers of each hand should
point downward.

A BETTER TONE

from

Copyright by Hollywood Star Syndicate.

this,
you
own
out.
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INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES

BARGAINS IN RECONDITION
ED USED INSTRUMENTS
COMPLETE

STOCK

OF

ALL

POPULAR

MOUTHPIECES

MOST LIBERAL TERMS AND
TRADE-IN

I

ALLOWANCES

Largest and Best Equipped Repair Dept. for
Woodwinds and Brass Instruments
on the Pacific Coast
"The House with a National Reputation"

837 So. Olive

WorldRadioHistory

Est. 1908, Los Angeles

MI-4071
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GREGORY'S latest Mouthpiece
SOW

AVAIL/03LE ••••
The

September, 1938

HUI COVER
'For Reed

MICKEY GRIME MOD[ I.
for ALTO
SAXOPHONE
Designed by M. C. Gregory
in collaboration with Mickey
Gillet te, prominent saxophone authority, NBC radio
artist, and director of the
Mickey Gillette Saxophone
School of Hollywood, this
newest alto mouthpiece possesses many valuable characteristics. It has an absolutely
even register from lowest to
highest notes, gives a slight
resistance though not without "edge," and is adaptable
to playing softly behind vocalists in radio and recording
work, yet will easily raise
to the highest level of the
brasses.

It was with the idea of delivering the tonal qualities and general
playing properties that Mr. Gillette has found most acceptable
in modern saxophone playing, that these two authorities evolved
this newest mouthpiece type—the Mickey Gillette Model—
Gregory Mouthpiece.

If you've fai
REEDS, the
tried the pro
or your parti

cd to get results with RICO
nswer is simple -you've never
fer style cut best suited for you
ular style of playing.

Matchless perfecti
cellence. They bel
phone technique,
were designed with

n has made Rico the standard of Reed exng to the Modern Music World of microdvanced performance, etc., because they
these all important factors in mind.

Then, too, there is a style of reed for each individual embouchure.
cepted
THAT
CANE
STYLE

Only in RICO's reed system will you find every actype of red because this is THE ONLY SYSTEM
ADAPTS THE CUT OF REEDS TO THE SPECIES OF
SPEClFlC4.LY SUITED FOR EACH PARTICULAR
CUT.

NEW LOW PRICES

ENDORS[D BY ARTISTS
IN fURY FAMOUS BAND
IN Of COUNTRY

FOR RICO REEDS

Clarinet—

Gregory Mouthpieces are the
choice of countless well-known
topnotchers and are used in
every music field ...everywhere. A few of the players
using them are JIMMY DORSEY,
HAL
KEMP, SKEETS
H ER FURT
(Tommy Dorsey
Orchestra), ART RALSTON,
DAN D'ANDREA (Casa Loma
Orchestra), HILTON JEFFERSON
(Fletcher
Henderson
Orchestra), GEORGE KOENIG
fBenny Goodman Orchestra),
etc.

12

Prices Per
25
100

E-flat or B-flat

2.25

4.60 17.70

Alto

3.75

7.65 30.00

Bass

4.55

9.35 36.90

Saxophone—
Soprano

3.25

6.60 25.80

Alto

3.75

7.65 30.00

C Melody

4.55

9.35 36.90

Tenor

4.55

9.35 36.90

Baritone

5.10 10.35 40.80

TRY THE ONLY REAL REED TEST! Put a RICO on and play
Scientifically desigred with definite consideration for microphone factors, ultimate in playing capabilitie s and exceptional
resonance and tone quality.

it. When you've tried all five style cuts, we guarantee one
of those cuts to be perfect for your personal requirements and
satisfaction.

FOREIGN DIS

PEATE MUSICAL COMPANY____

If Your Dealer Does not Handle RICO PRODUCTS, Write For Further Information to

CHICAGO MUSICAL INSTR. CO._

_

COAST WHOLESALE MUSIC CO._ _
COAST WHOLESALE MUSIC CO.
SELMER, Inc.

30 E. Adams Bldg., Chicago, III.
224 E. 11th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
536 Mission St., San Francisco, C lif.
SelmerWorldRadioHistory
Building, Elkhart, Ind

na

HENRI SELMER, Inc.
R. CRAM AND CO.

Distributors

114 Ch

Distributors

15

Export Sales Agents for All

RICO

Foreign

PROD',

239 South Robertson Boulevard

September, 1938
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THRuEmAjON "V
ET a
nd TR
iola- Tone"
OMBONE

Players!

MUTES

Are Sweeping the Country!

AN EXPLANATION OF THE VARIOUS
STYLE CUTS
A, B, D and V

They're the first ALL
WOOD Cup Mut e,
especially designed by
James Heaton, fir st
trumpet at United Artists studios, and are

STYLE A—Cut of semi-soft cane.
Practically aflat cut reed with fairly heavy tip
STYLE B—Cut of medium-soft cane.
Narrower than Style A .. thinner at tip ... more
cane through the body.
STYLE D—Cut of medium cane.
Thinner at tip than Style B .. but not as thick
as Style B nor as thin as Style A . vamp longer.
STYLE V—Cut of Hard Cane.
Very thin tip ...longest vamp.

rapidly being adopted
by many of America's
outstanding brass players.
Fashioned of fine selected woods — made
by craftsmen with the
same care and accuracy used by Old Master violin makers—
give accurate intonation in all registers—
eliminate
all
overtones.
(Above)

Each style reed cut is a direct opposite of all the others, and
each produces a distinctive individual quality of tone.

ANDY SECREST, of Bing Crosby's Kraft Music Hall

program and prominent radio and recording artist, finds the
HEATON Mute ideal for exacting microphone use.

Other well

known orchestras using and endorsing HEATON "Viola-Tone Mutes include GLEN GRAY & CASA LOMA Orchestra, RUBE

NO TURNS!

WOLF & Paramount Theatre Band, UNITED ARTISTS Studios,
and many others.

NO TWIST!
NO TANGLE!
•
CROSSLAND
SAXOPHONE

ZIP-A-STRAP
PATENT APPLIED FOR

Forget your past troubles with balky, old-style sax straps and
slip on the new CROSSLAND ZIP-A-STRAP. Comfortable ..
adjusts simply to any desired position ...lightning fast operation on Lock -Tite Zipper principle ...It's long wearing, too,
for it's made of genuine leather and is built for lots of service.

PATENT APPLIED FOR

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING LIKE IT—Heaton Mutes produce a
warm,

resonant tone of viola quality and blend rich fullness

with brilliant effects.

nu BUTORS

Montreal, Canada

For Canada

If Your Dealer Does not Handle RICO PRODUCTS, Write For Further Information to

aring Cross Road, London, England
:
or England

)5 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

CHICAGO MUSICAL INSTR. CO.

30 E. Adams Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Countries Except Canada and England

COAST WHOLESALE MUSIC CO.

224 E. 11th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

ICTS,

COAST WHOLESALE MUSIC CO.

536 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

Ltd.

Beverly Hills, California

SELMER, Inc.

Selmer Building, Elkhart, Indiana
WorldRadioHistory
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A New Series Of

Letters o aSmall-Town Musician
B

REEDS

Preferred By
LEADING
PROFESSIONAL
ARTISTS
COMPLETE STOCK AT
WATSON MUSIC CO.
Los Angeles, Calif.

2

"I
L.

SPECIALIZE

IN

BASSES"

fl. MATTHEWS 6-.-D

Vi°1in Maker

Artistic Repairing of All Stringed Instruments
..,..

E Phone

416 Stack Building (Corner 4th and Broadway)
MU. 8851
Los Angeles, Calif.

Bill Fenderson

HE SITUATION
Hot-Man and his fiends in Jakesburg embark on their movie
careers as production s its on the colossal film epic in which J. G.
Wogg is starring oneti e Stripteaser Violetta La Vere.
THE CAST
Star saxman, arranger, and general stooge
HOT-MAN HAMS°
JAZZY MOON Hot Man's boss; leader of Moonlight Melodians
LICKS KYTE
Their worst enemy; leader of the Lotharios
SID ALUM
An ex-sheepherder, now ascript writer
ED FRUSTY
chiseling agent; advance man for the angel
J. G. WOGG
The angel with two million dollars cash in hand
VIOLETTA LA VERE
For erly Sadie Werps of Jakesburg; now a star
RANCID TUSH
Leading Man
HACKNEY TRIPE
Director

Jakesburg, U.S.A.
At this point, Buzz, there ensues
aunanimous riot amongst the other
Dear Buzz:
Callier's Violin Shop and Store
Well, Buzz, a title onference artists who desire their name in
lights also including Hackney Tripe
5906 Sunset Blvd.
GLadstone 9344
was held to discuss atiti for J. G.
and
his ten assistant directors, RanOPPOSITE WARNER BROS. STUDIO
Wogg's loving gesture t Violetta
cid
Tush,
Ed Frusty, Jazzy Moon
Violin and bow maker, repairer, dealer and importer. Good strings, foreign
u
know,
La Vere, which, as
and American makes.
Old and new violins for sale at bargain prices.
and His Moonlight Melodians,
Will pay cash for old violins. Good work and honest dealing for 30 years.
Buzz, is two million dol ars worth
of super-colossal epic sta ring Vio- Licks Kyte and His Lotharios, Old
.Wogg Man Paz, Minnie Gurg, Sid
letta supervised by J.
Alum, the camera and sound men,
GOLD LACQUERING
REPAIRING
with Ed Frusty assistin to main ,
tain an unbalanced bud et. Iwill and the guys who yell "quiet,
Woodwind
please!" Iam also going to be up
tell you about it, Buzz.
- Specialist
there, Buzz, when Ido those spe"My
friendsh,"
gur
es
J.
G.
Makers of SIL -VA LAE Sax Stands, Sax and Clarinet Mouthpieces
cial side-line arrangements in six'
Wogg, in his cups, "I have sheNEW LOCATION-513 W. Washington Blvd.—PR. 3577
eight with open brass.
lected atitle for m'colo al whish
"My friendsh," burps J. G.
ish entitled 'Anthony Revershe
Wogg,
with fire-water in his eye,
Hash
Went
With
the
"nd' whish
EXPERT REPAIRING FOR THE PROFESSION
I pershonally discovert in a mo- "I have discovert Iam in lightsh
ment of inspirashun. I ank you." alsho, ain't I? Shay, what crackAs J. G. Wogg coil pses from pot got up that title anywaysh?
exertion there is appla
,but it I'll fire 'im, sho 'elp me! Iam pro5912 Melrose Avenue
is not so much for the t le as it is dusher of thish epic an' Ihereby
Hollywood
HI-0633
for the fact that when J. G. Wogg change the title to Revershe' an'
is not making aspeech h is buying you tell 'em J. G. Wogg hash made
a round. But Violetta La Vere astatement! Ithank you."
FREE REHEARSAL HALL
Buzz,I am telling you, Sid Alum
does not applaud on acc nt of she
TRESA STELLA
Equipped with two pianos, stage
VIOLIN TEACHER
takes the floor with a obstinate has really overdone it on the script
and seating capacity of 200. ABSOAUER
METHOD
LUTELY GRATIS, by appointment
glint in her baby-blue e which is for "Reverse." The plot is where
only.
Phone O. K. Hoffman.
SPECIALIZING ON CHILDREN
outdazzled only by th artificial Rancid Tush is always calling up
1330 South Western Avenue
WILSHIRE MUSIC CENTER
Standard Time to hear the Voice
glint
of her blonde tr
PArkway 7422
DR. 3256
Wilshire and Western
"Theataws cawn't
ibly have of the girl who says: "When you
enough lights to spell s ch a long hear the tone the time will be
title awnd still have suffi ient num- half-past-six-and-seven-eighths," on
Instruments Bought, Sold, Exchanged, Repaired
baw to blaze the name
Violetta account of he is in love with this
ORIGINATORS IN GOLD LACQUERING
La Vere in full above it, she points Voice which later turns out to be
WE
SPECIALIZE
IN
SAXOPHONES
out, "so you must
orten it, the Voice of his ex-wife, played
by Violetta, who has divorced RanWoggsy."
AGENT
SAXOPHONES
cid lately on account of he has ran
FOR
"Thash
m'brain-child,
'
wails
J.
AND
G. Wogg, "I refushe o change up a big phone bill finding out
BAND Instruments
what time it is and anyway Vioit!"
COME IN AND TRY THE NEW YORK MODELS
"Okay, lame-brain!"
aps Vio- letta desires to get rid of Rancid
Vandoren Reeds — Reeds and Accessories
letta, relapsing to Sad
Werps, on account of she is in love with a
BRASS BAND—SAXOPHONE
REPAIRING
"then I ain't gonna b in your Voice herself which belongs to a
CLARINET
and
WOODWIND
radio time signal announcer who
lousie pitcher, see, beetle- uss!"
"All right, all right
, m'dear, later turns out to be Rancid. It is
we'll change it," soot es J. G. a very unconscious climax, Buzz,
and the kind that inspires fervent
Wogg.
"How about 'Anthon Revershe audience delirium.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS and REPAIRING
Iand Jazzy wander out to the
Hash The Wind'?"
1004 S. Broadway Place
9
c. p
ve
enn,
ngs
NEW
•-•-••••
PHONE
1U-5914
"I have reconsidere ," beams "Reverse" set to watch them shoot
Violetta, "awnd Iwill be chawmed Rancid Tush in the great telephone
BARGAINS
IN USED TENOR AND BARITONE
SAXOPHONES
to appeaw in youaw
oduction, booth scene where Rancid enters
but definitely."
(Continued on Page 13.)
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WM. NAUJOKS

EVERETT "Mac" McLAUGHLIN

NEW LOCATION

•

YOILIE

Geo. H. Tieck
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high notes easily and maintain a
who does a flying leap from the I
stool he has been peacefully slum- consistently good tone with little FREE REHEARSAL HALL
Equipped with two pianos, stage
bering on, gropes helplessly at the effort. Mouthpiece was given careand seating capacity of 200. ABSOLUTELY GRATIS, by appointment
air like he has missed a street-car ful tests by several top-ranking sax
only.
Phone O. K. Hoffman.
players before being placed on marstrap, executes a dead-stick landWILSHIRE
MUSIC CENTER
ket. All agreed it came up to all
ing, takes off again and goes into
DR. 3256
Wilshire and Western
expectations.
an Apache Indian Scalp routine
combined with the Irish Sweepstakes. This so upsets Rancid that
he loses his mood and imitates a
startled groundhog which has just
observed his shadow by doing a
very unprofessional headlong dive
into the phone booth where he attempts to disguise himself with his
toupee to look like he is Santa
Claus so J. G. Wogg will treat
him kindly if he runs amuck in
Rancid's vicinity. From the slaphappy gleam in J. G. Wogg's eye
and the peculiar question he keeps
mumbling over and over it is apparent to all those present that J.
G. Wogg is definitely psychopathetic and is either experiencing a
hotfoot, anightmare, or else at last
the snakes have got him, Buzz.
Various posses are organized to
pursue J. G. Wogg and in abrief
space the drug store set resembles
the Last Days of Pompeii. All this
time the cameras and sound are
rolling on account of Hackney
Tripe and his ten assistants have
fainted and there is nobody to yell:
"Cut!" Finally J. G. Wogg notices
the telephone booth where the terrified Rancid is hiding. Uttering a
cry of joy J. G. Wogg makes abeeNELSON HALL
ARVON DALE
line for that phone booth and vanWith 7'ne Envoy Trio, Lido,
With Staff Orchestra
Ambassador Hotel
Radio Station KEHE
ishes within. Out of it pops Rancid in very hasty exit.
• See the new natural finish EPIPHONE DELUX GUITAR,
"No, no, J. G. Wogg," Rancid
designed and approved by George Van Eps
is crying, "That is not It!"
ONLY AT

We Y,witchecl to

J. G. Wogg—producer of
Jakesburg's super -colossal
film epic.
(Continued from Page 12.)
adrug store, changes adime, goes
into aphone booth and stays there
until Hackney Tripe yells: "Cut!"
They have been shooting this one
scene for five days, Buzz, having
made about sixty-five shots, but so
far Hackney Tripe has not said:
"Wrap it up."
A mammoth drug-store set has
been constructed at great expense
by an army of Hollywood, Calif.,
cinema experts for this telephone
booth sequence and it looks exactly like any corner cut-rate apothecary with alarm clocks, lawn mowers, plows, tires, outboard motors,
tractors and aspirin. There is also
a completely equipped soda-fountain on this drug store set with
pretty extra-girls costumed as waitresses attending it.
At this "prop" soda-fountain J.
G. Wogg is parked mixing ahighball and obtaining autographs from
the pretty extras.
Hackney and his ten assistants
call ascript conference which lasts
four hours, then three more hours
are used re-adjusting the lights, five
more hours are spent rounding up
the extras, and by midnight they
locate Rancid Tush. Breathless silence descends over the drug store
set with the exception of the
labored snoring of J. G. Wogg,
who has gently passed out with
bottle in hand on his stool at the
soda-fountain.
Rancid makes his entry with his
toupee on, obtains his nickles, and
heads for the phone booth for the
sixty-sixth time as film and soundtrack record it for prosperity. It
looks like a. take at last, Buzz, and
the entire company is poised to
storm the pay window provided
Hackney Tripe says: "Wrap it
up."
•
Suddenly there emits from the
soda-fountain ablood-curdling yell
of terror rendered by J. G. Wogg

As ever, your old pal,
HOT-MAN HAMSON.
(To Be Continued.)

Lockie Music Exchange

"The
ro ad w
Store of Personal Service"
1034-40 South B
5905 Melrose Avenue
PR. 9511

Saxmen Hail New
Gillette-Model
Mouthpiece
A new sax mouthpiece, known
as the Mickey Gillette model, has
been introduced by M. C. Gregory,
maker of Gregory mouthpieces distributed by Rico Products, Inc.
The new model was designed to
specifications suggested by Mickey
Gillette, prominent teacher and
radio musician, who planned the
mouthpiece from observation made
during his long experience as a
teacher of leading radio and studio
saxmen. Gillette, writer of the
popular "SAX-O-FAX" column in
TEMPO, says that one of the big
features of the mouthpiece is the
fact that with it the player can
produce not only the strong "edgy"
tone required for modern interpretation but also can play softly.
At the same time player can reach

Los Angeles

HI. 8944

Hollywood

Bands -Talent -Buyers
GET

ON

THE

BAND

WAGON

CONTACT

Central Booking Office

805 WOODS THEATRE BUILDING
54 West Randolph Street
Chicago, Illinois
AL BORDE
LEO B. SALKIN
DICK BERGEN

WorldRadioHistory

The Fastest Growing Band and Talent Agency
In the Middlewest
INTELLIGENT, THOROUGH and COURTEOUS

SERVICE
FOR BANDS, ACTS and BUYERS
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Recording a Musical
Performance

so that it will not conflict with the
orchestral track to be dubbed later;
and, secondly, so that the cutter
may later have the greatest possible
latitude in inter-cutting.

By Paul Mertz

As in the direct method, discussed in the preceding issue, the
procedure can be of two courses:

(No. 2)

The Semi-Direct Method
Editor's Note: This is the second in aseries of articles. In the
previous issue of TEMPO, Mr. Mertz, musical advisor at Columbia
studios, discussed the first of four general methods of recording—
the "direct" or "synchronous" method, also known as the "standard" method—in which performer and complete accompaniment
are recorded simultaneously with photographing. In this installment
he takes up the second of the general methods, the "semi-direct"
method, of which there are two variations: a) with incomplete accompaniment, b) with complete accompaniment.
(A) Recording With
Incomplete Accompaniment
This type, also, is done simultaneously with photographing; but
with the accompaniment (usually
piano alone) kept very soft, its sole
purpose being to provide an unob-

trusive guide in pitch and tempo
for the performing artist. The artist's rendition itself is essentially
permanent, only the amplified musical accompaniment to be supplied
later on the scoring stage. The accompanist must play avery simple
unembellished accompaniment; first,

-e

SELMER

it

-it

BACH
Trumpets
Trombones

Saxophones
Clarinets
Trumpets

CONN
Saxophones
Clarinets
Trumpets
Trombones
Basses

1) A recording is made to the
most important close-up of the
most important artist, and then
used as aplay-back for other angles
and set-ups.
2) One protective master take
of the number in its entirety is (B) Recording With
made and then in the segments
Complete Accompaniment
needed, recorded again for each
A variation of direct recording
other angle decided upqn by the
director. (Whenever po ible, it is that is gaining considerable favor
is the pre-scored accompaniment
best to use two cameras, us eliminating set-ups). The rtist and method. The artist is photographed
and recorded simultaneously to the
accompanist must take pa sto presubdued play-back of a previously
serve the tempo and inte pretation
of the original take; in strict recorded accompaniment. What
little "leak" musical accompanirhythm numbers, a met nome or
ment might be perceptible in this
other timing device mus be used.
Also, provision must be made for newly recorded track will be completely hidden in the final dubbed
ample pre-laps, so that he tempo
result.
and "feel" of the numb r is preLike the incomplete accompaniserved.
ment method, the chief advantage
The scoring-in of the rchestral
lies in the perfect synchronization,
accompaniment is acc mplished
flexibility and economy in produclater by having the orch tral contion. On the other hand, we have
the seductor cue himself fro
the hazard of insufficient accomlected sound track ( ith earpaniment (in volume) to unsteady
phones) and the projecte picture;
the artist in pitch, tempo and perthere is awell confirmed technique
formance. The range of action is
to this end of recording,
dit presents no problem as long sreason- limited as in all direct recording.
In the next issue we shall take
able care is taken in th previous
steps. The chief asset of his meth- up the third of the four general
od is its economy and teperfect methods: the pre-scoring (playsynchronization of the ar ist. How- back) method.
ever, it can be readily perceived
that the artist shoulders he greatest burden in recordin of this
type, for there is no help 1, moodcreating accompaniment to lean
upon. There are many ne artists
who are hopelessly handi apped in
this method, their pitch a drhythm
For Part-Time Employment
retaining powers not bein equal to
As Correspondents
its demands. Especially is this so
if the singer is accustome to afull,
for
flowery background of m sic. However, the artist who is a le to surmount these handicaps w II find an
excellent result for the rel ase print.
In Cities in which TEMPO
For any situation that demands
Is Not Now Represented
direct recording on set
is is the
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most economical and flexible method. Time expenditure in experimentation (microphone placement)
is definitely reduced. The cutter
has much greater freedom; during
production there is no recording
orchestra to be considered; stage
congestion is greatly reduced; if a
last minute, on-set, revision is desired, it can be done with a minimum of effort; alternative treatments can be shot at no great added
cost or complication. However, as
in all forms of direct recording, the
range of action remains limited.
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MUSIC OF THE SCREEN:

'Ragtime Band' Turns Out to Be
Just Another Filmusical
Film Anthology of Berlin Songs Purports to
Show Evolution of Dance Band—But Does It?

By Charles Gant

lot of people believe Berlin's music
has asignificant place in American
life. Here was somebody's chance
to prove it—and he didn't even
try!
Musically, the picture was equally disappointing to me. Musical
Director Al Newman made a sincere effort in the beginning to
avoid pretentiousness in favor of
some touches of authenticity where
the story concerns the development
of the American dance orchestra.
But as the picture progresses this
effort diminishes. For me the best sequence was the one in which Alice
Faye sings Remember without t5e

Page Fifteen
vital elements in this music are
suppressed by gaudy, artificial
orchestral embellishment. But that
didn't really bother me very much.
I'm aware of the fact that the purpose of a movie is not to educate
but to entertain.
Even the Carnegie Hall "swing
concert" didn't upset me seriously.
As the inevitable line of girls undulated across the stage and the
bandleader went into the "Charlston" while "directing" his "swing
concert"—I just got up and walked
out.

At writing Alexander's Ragtime Doing It (1911), When the MidBand was breaking house records night Choo Choo Leaves For Alaall over the country. Film review- barn (1912), Oh, How IHate to
ers (with some exceptions) were Get Up In the Morning (1918),
exhausting their vocabularies in A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody
bursts of praise.
SAXOPHONE
And so Icover my eyes with my
'Ragtime
Band'-1911
hands and wait for the wrath of
TEACHERS
heaven—or at least 20th CenturyFox to crush me as Istate defiantly:
WANTED
IDID NOT LIKE Alexander's
Ragtime Band. I was BORED
STIFF during the greater part of
it.
ickey Gillette offers you
The story is that one about the
the opportunity to act as repreBoy and Girl in show business who
sentative of a modern and sucfind their first sucePss together, are
cessful Saxophone method.
separated when their careers diverge, are re-united when Destiny,
always obedient to the commands
wn your own business!
of Hollywood, brings them togethMake yourself financially secure
er again. The Boy (Tyrone Power)
with a steady income that can
go on for years.
is a violinist who spurns a chance
at aconcert career to lead adance
band in aBarbary Coast dive. The
Girl (Alice Faye) is the singer who
o worrying
about
the
This is the starting point of "Alexander's Ragtime Band," its
progress of your students.
The
gets her chance at the big time first engagement in aBarbary Coast spot. The clarinet player is the
simple and easy manner in which
sooner than the Boy and his band, only bona fide musician in this shot. He is John Smith, in reality
each lesson is presented assures
pulling out when she gets an atrombone man. The cornet player is aprofessional actor, Richard
the success of YOUR students.
offer to star in aNew York show. Scully. Movie fans will easily recognize the others.
Time marches on. Comes the war.
The Boy marches off. He returns
xclusive
territory
rights
to find the Girl married, but not (1919) ,Everybody Step (1921), benefit of aproduction number and
granted. This is an opportunity
too happily, to his ex-piano player Say It With Music (1921), to an unobtrusive accompaniment.
to become the outstanding saxo(Don Ameche). He feels pretty What'll I Do (1923), All Alone There were far too few moments
phone
teacher
in
your
community.
bad, but another singer (Ethel (1924), Remember (1925), Blue of this kind and there might have
(1927),
Easter
Parade been many, what with all those
Merman) cheers him up and he Skies
starts his band again, this time to (1933, and some of the Berlin songs good tunes that need no dressing
reach apinnacle of some kind with written recently for pictures. You up to make them tug at the heart
u can avail yourself of this
a "swing concert" by a 50-piece have already heard plenty of the strings of your memory.
offer by writing to:
band at Carnegie Hall. You don't hit tune written for the picture—
The musical idea involved in the
MICKEY GILLETTE
have to be told that this climax Now It Can Be Told.
picture is all wrong. It presumes
calls for complete and permanent
It was agreat idea and my com- to show the evolution of American
SAXOPHONE SCHOOL
re-union of the Boy and the Girl. plaint with the outcome is that at dance music into something that
Studio T-203
1735 / N. Vine
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Sounds like a pretty fair set-up no time does the picture come up approaches an art, and instead
for a good filmusical, doesn't it? to what it might have been. With shows its degeneration as the truly
Well, it is. The trouble is that a few deft touches this film might
Alexander's Ragtime Band was have been an epic of American life
sold to me with advance ballyhooey during the some 25 years it seems
as something extraordinary in the to cover. But with the exception
way of film entertainment—and it of a few minor footnotes on the
turned out to be just another ex- beginning and ending of the War,
travagant musical picture with most prohibition, changes in clothing
of the faults of the others and just styles, the America of the final seone unusual feature,—the use of quence is the America of 1911.
Cleveland
Kansas City
some 25 or 30 of those familiar The psychological reactions of the
Keith Building
Chambers Building
Irving Berlin songs that made his American people as this country
name the biggest in the popular passed through the periods of premusic industry.
war, war-time, post-war, boom
The song that starts the Boy days, Depression, Recovery — of
and Girl on the road to fame is these there is nothing in AlexanAlexander's Ragtime Band (1911). der's Ragtime Band. And how well
HANDLING
The anthology that follows and the songs of Irving Berlin could
serves as asort of thread on which have been used, even within the
the loose narrative is strung, in- weak structure of this picture, to
cludes, to name afew: Everybody's convey some of those reactions! A
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The Arrangers
Round Table
Conducted by
'Nature's Chord'
E. R. brings up avery interesting topic when he asks: "What is
known as "Nature's Chord"?
In abroad sense we can explain
that this chord is no more than the
grouping together of tones found
in the scale of overtones. But to
take it in a more detailed manner
we must approach it from the construction of the scale of overtones.
In EXAMPLE I
,we find fifteen
overtones (or harmonics) which
are components of the originating
tone C. When striking this tone
on a good piano, the average ear
will probably detect four to five
of these overtones. (Probably sympathetic vibrations, however, in
many cases.)
By studying EXAMPLE II, we
find that ataut string of acertain
length produces this tone C, and
it also will be seen that this string
produces vibrations of evenly divided portions of its length. Overtones are found according to the
following ratio of vibrations:
Originating tone—entire length
of string.
1st harmonic — 1
/2 length of
string.
2nd harmonic-1/3 length of
string.
3rd harmonic — Vs length of
4th harmonic — 1/5 length of
string.
This continues in the same ratio
indefinitely.
Application To Harmony

example: aviolin playing tone middle C could not be distinguished
from atrombone playing the same
tone. The individua tone colors
of various instruments are due to
the amplification or reduction of
Clyde Balsley
certain overtones in the series proMating tone C with nothing but duced by the originating tone.
5ths, and roots appearing above this
Study of physics and acoustics
triad, we would have a direct re- will reveal many ava.uable hint to
versal of "Nature's Chord," and the arranger, who should include
the balance would be very bad. It "Nature's Chord" in his bag of
is interesting to note that trios in tools. For instance, by ascertaining
the extreme lower register are which overtones are subdued on
"thicker" than trios in the upper one instrument and then combining
register. This is due to the fact that that instrument with possibly two
the lower tones produce a more or more instruments that amplify
definite series of overtones in them- another group of overtones, we
selves that conflict with one another learn how to scientifically group inin the register that is still audible struments to obtain new orchestral

colors.

(
t
e eek

•g•

Answerin g the Mail
(To J.R.): I recommend that
you get Frank Skinner's New
Method Orchestra Scoring. Of
course, if you intend to study arranging extensively, you should
first have athorough ground-work
in harmony and counterpoint under agood teacher.
(To S.N.) : The terminology,
or naming of chords, calls for more
space than I have in this issue.
We'll make that the main topic of
our discussion next month. Meantime I'll be glad to hear from anyone who has any specific questions
about the naming of chords.
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to the ear. The converse of this is
true as regards the trio in the upper
register. The conflicting overtones
produced by a trio in this register
do not disturb the ear as they are
inaudible to the ear at point of
confliction.

By observation it is easy to understand why, according to harmonic rules, we must have the
proper proportions of roots and
5ths in a chord to the number of
3rds and 7ths. We will also see
that in order to obtain the best Relation to Tone-Color
resonance in chords, we should
Another very interesting point
space the various tones as near as regarding the study of overtones is
possible to the spacing in the scale the fact that were it not for these
of overtones. In other words, if a overtones, every instrument would
major triad were built on the orig- lose its distinguishing color. For
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
ANNUITIES —
INVESTMENTS

Wilshire and

Western

Qtomijontutattj ire55
1416 DeLon

Street

Los Angeles, California
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Leading Songs

Page Seventeen

L. A. Firm Plans to Fight ASCAP
By Offering Tax-Free Music

The following order of relative popularity is merely approx(Continued from Page 1.)
Floogie, and Atisket, Atasket type.
imate and as of the week of Aug. 28. Asterisks denote numbers that
of help. Who would be more
In addition to publishing songs
have already reached their expected peak of popularity. Others
willing to give him that help, if it by independent songwriters not afwere still coming up at writing.
could, than the radio industry? filiated with ASCAP and making
Robbin s Nobody. Mr. Davis' letter starts this music available for radio perAtisket, Atasket
Shapiro-Bernstein
I'm Gonna Lock My Heart
out by giving the radio station formance on atax-free basis, Davis
Berlin
Music Maestro Please*
manager a picture of his position & Schwegler also plan to preParamount
What Goes On Here
Berlin in the ASCAP scheme which is pare recorded libraries of tax-free
Now It Can Be Told
Remick calculated to make him hopping music. When aradio station buys
You Co To My Head
Santly-Joy mad. Davis points out that Radio these transcriptions it will buy the
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams
Feist
Where In the World
is the tool ASCAP lies to create a perpetual right to use the music
When Mother Nature Sings*
Santly-Joy
demand for its music. As Davis without paying further performIMarried An Angel
Robbin s
ance fees, thus bringing the cost beWill You Remember Tonight
BVC puts it, a publisher, with a
Little Lady Make Believe*
Olman per-week staff composer" to turn low that of transcription libraries
Stop Beating 'Round the Mulberry Bush
BVC out the familiar rehashes of mel- of ASCAP's copyrighted music.
Green Bros.
Flat Foot Floogee'
Apparently no pipe-dreamer,
Paramount odies that represent popular tunes,
Small Fry
Robbins first persuades, sometimes with the Kenneth Davis doesn't expect to
Lullaby In Rhythm
Berlin help of bribes, bandleaders to play put over his idea in a day or a
My Walking Stick
Mills his songs on the air. When enough week. To radio station operators
ILet a Song Go Out of My Heart*
Lincoln
Naturally
plugs have been given, a demand he says:
Mille r
There's Honey On the Moon Tonight
"By 1940 we shall have enough
ABC has been created and every bandIHadn't Anyone Till You*
printed and published,
Famous leader is soon playing the songs on music
Says My Heart Robbins his broadcasts, and for every one of enough printed and published reWhen They Played the Polka*
Tenney these performances Radio pays off arranged operas and symphonies,
There's a Faraway Look in Your Eyes*
Paramount
Lovelight In the Starlight*
Spier to the publisher via ASCAP. Radio enough popular music recorded for
This Time It's Real'
My Best Wishes
BVC thus, according to Mr. Davis, pays library service, enough phonograph
Spring Is Here
Robbins ASCAP for the privilege of hav- records, so that you need pay no
Don't Cross Your Fingers
Remick ing to pay ASCAP. Most radio person or organization any copyWhen Twilight Comes
Shapiro
station operators see it in the same right fees whatsoever ...because
I'll Dream Tonight*
Witmark
Bambina
Spier way, but can't figure out anything BY YOUR EFFORTS, and beGarden Of the Moon
Harms to do about it. They must have the cause of the phenomena of radio,
Santly-Joy music ASCAP owns.
Don't Let That Moon Get Away
you contribute as much to the makMille r
Isn't It Wonderful
Davis & Schwegler propose to ing of a song as does the writer
Hi Yo Silver
Chappell
and performer."
When the Circus Came to Town
Shapiro supply new, TAX-FREE music to
Why'd Ya Make Me Fall in Love*
Feist Radio. They plan to present to
Cathedral In the Pines
Berlin Radio, free of any performance fee,
I've Got a Date With a Dream
Feist the music of songwriters and comRound Chicago I
You Leave Me Breathless'
Famous
posers
who
have
been
unsuccessful
Tu-li Tulip Time
Chappell
breaking into that asserted
(Continued from Page 4.)
My Margarita
Feist in
My Best Wishes"
BVC clique* that comprises the publishI've Been Saving Myself'
Harm s ing business. This music will not Palmer House Sept. 23.
Meet the Beat of My Heart
Feist
only include new songs, but also Chi's Continental
Let Me Whisper ILove You*
Chappell
alarge amount of music that is in
Music Flavors
Leading waltzes: "Colorado Sunset" (Gilbert), "Girl In Bonnett of
the public domain—not subject to
Blue" (Crawford), "When Mother Nature Sings" (Santly-Joy.
Latter
Speaking of bands reminds us
copyright restriction. This class of
published as fox-trot.)
that we might list for our Euromusic includes much of the world's
pean friends some of the exotic
best standard music.
flavors present in the musical atIn
regard
to
new
songs,
Davis
&
FLASH!
Schwegler will encounter the ob- mosphere here. For instance: Latin
style—Carlos Molina (Villa Modjection that the products of the unSENSATIONAL!
erne) . Hungarian Gypsy — Eqnis
known songwriters will not be sufBolognini (L'Aiglon), "ContinenNEW
ficiently popular. To this their
answer is that all Radio has to do tal"—Jules Duke (Bismarck) and
Marvin Fredericks (Stevens). Hato make these songs popular, if they
waiian—Al Vierro (Glass Hat
have any merit whatsoever, is to
bar). Italian — Pineda (Monte
take them and use them. Relatively
Cristo). And you can do your
few of the songs that hit the top
own classifying on Abe Lyman
brackets are the better songs by
(Chez Paree), Pancho (Palmer
writers like Irving Berlin, Jerome
House),
Frankie Masters (College
Wood
Natural
Kern, Cole Porter, Schwartz &
Inn), Stan Norris (Park Casino),
Dietz
or
Rodgers
&
Hart.
The
maGUITARS
Gay Claridge (Chateau), "The
jority of the big hits are of the
Dictators" (Sky Rocket), Frankie
Are Sweeping
Music Goes Round, Flat Foot
Quartelle (Villa Venice), Orrin
the Country
*Report from ASCAP revealed that Tucker (Edgewater Beach).
some 30 new members were admitted
during last quarter.
$10,000 For One-Nighter
NEW YORK. — Meyer Davis,
FREE REHEARSAL HALL
EXCLUSIVELY IN LOS ANGELES AND HOLLYWOOD AT . . .
Equipped with two pianos, sta ge whose office gets most of the society
and seatin g capacity of 200. ABSO- party dates, claims he received
LOCKIE
MUSIC EXCHANGE
LUTELY GRATIS, by appointment
only. Phone O. K. Hoffman.
$10,000 for a20-piece band at the
1034-40 South Broadway
5905 Melrose Avenue
recent affair staged as debut for
WILSHIRE MUSIC CENTER
Los Angeles
Hollywood
PR. 9511
HI. 8944
DR. 3256
Wilshire and Western
Lesley Hyde Ripley, daughter of
patent medicine manufacturer.
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RuralRhythmI
(Continued from Page 6.)
to this is to be one step ahead of
the other bandsman. It is interesting, the manner in which these
bands compete with each other.
They are continually trying to outdo each other in arrangements.
Some of the boys have their work
done by top-notch arrangers in the
business. Others do their own,
usually in their own style—some
copying aname-leader's stuff from
arecord.
Composite Arrangement
Some of the ideas incorporated
in a rural gate's arrangement are
so screwy they're amusing. One
leader in particular, now playing
in one of the terp terminals on the
eastern shore of Maryland, gave
birth to this brain-child. He took
four arrangements, by four different name leaders—Tommy Dorsey,
Benny Goodman, Bob Crosby,
Chick Webb. These he mixed,
stirred well, and you'd be surprised
what came out. The darn thing
was screwy no end, but it was pop
enuf to rate plenty of encores.
Color Line Strong
In the section from which this
is written—the eastern shore of
Maryland and Delaware — racial
prejudice is very strong. In fact,
it is SO strong that if Goodman
played a theatre date and advertized that Wilson and Hampton
would be featured with the band—
Benny would be embarrassed at the
B. O. If Teddy and Lionel were
billed as separate attractions and
featured thus, it would be different.
Most of the natives here would
have scant respect for a "white
man who shared the spotlight with
anegro." However, the geographical position of the section probably
explains this attitude. The eastern
shore of Maryland is below the
Mason-Dixon line. This racial
prejudice is forgotten when aname
sepia swingster comes through on
aone-niter jaunt. Blanche and Cab
Calloway, Earl Hines, and other
famous negro leaders are distinct
favorites with the rural cats who
jam the halls whenever they play
—usually at a top price of $2.00
or $2.50 a couple.
The writer feels that the rural
gate deserves his rightful place in
the spotlight. He is truly the "forgotten man of swing." A man,
ridiculed by the boys in the city,
referred to as a "hick," his music
called "corny," yet able to match
licks with some of the so-called ace
swingsters of today. The world
will never hear them, never know
how hep to swing they really are—
yet if each of you could spend at
least a week among these bands
you'd realize that some of the finest talent in the country, is in the
sticks—buried.
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Band Briefs
Kansas City

By Billy Carl
All interest centered around coming "Jubilesta" to be held September 17th-25th at new auditorium.
Signed are: Jimmy Grier, Burns &
Allen, Jimmy Dorsey, Rudy Vallee,
Uncle Ezra, Nick Lucas, scores of
supporting entertainers.
Bob McGrew holding forth at
Muehlebach Grill, doing swell job.
Ken Moyer still at Sni-a-Bar Gardens. Spot added floor show to bolster business.
Fairyland Park Ballroom using local bands, with Harlan Leonard (colored) at writing.
PI a-M o r Ballroom undergoing
changes. Manager Bill Wittig reports
policy of using traveling bands will
be continued this season. Ballroom
opens Sept. 9 with Shep Fields.
Ralph Webster, favorite at Pla-Mor,
will follow for three weeks.
Horace Heidt scheduled for Fox
Tower Theatre, his first appearance
here.
Southern Mansion using traveling
bands beginning Labor Day, including Johnnie Burkarth, Howard Becker, Jimmie Barnett.
Name bands one-nighting this territory in September are: Phil Harris,
Shep Fields, Bernie Cummins, Ramona, Orrin Tucker, Frank Dailey,
Will Osborne. Makes tough sleddin g
for local and territory bands.
Archer Ballroom Circuit, operating in six towns in this territory,
opens Sept. 1 using name bands.
Turnpike Casino at Lincoln, Nebraska, opening Sept. 15 with Phil
Harris.
Local niteries were suffering from
heat wave but holding on for September business expected during
"Jubilesta."
Von Busey at "Mary's Place," Ray
Hudgens at "Tootie's," Julia Lee at
- Milton's,"
Bus Moten at White
Horse Tavern.

1

Cleveland's "Little Cafe. - Gene Erwin's 9-piece ensemble booked for
spot, opening Sept. 12.
Tommy Hopton's crew making its
departure at Southern Tavern. Hopton moving into Bedford Glen, to be
replaced by Paul Burton's outfit.
Marty Lewis thrilling Chateau
Club's patrons with his trumpet.
Claude Hoagland slated to occupy
Terrace Room at Hotel Statler.
Cedar Gardens has breezy new
Harlem jamboree, with talent hailing from Cotton Club in N. Y.
More sepia rhythms blasting forth
from Creole Gardens on Lake Shore
Route, with Sherdina Walker's tribe
doing the blasting.
Johnny Joyce scheduled to play
for Femway Hall's football rallies.
Trianon Ballroom bright only on
Thurs. & &Sat. evening with Pinky
Hunter's troubadors on the stand.

Pittsburgh

By Milton Kane
For first time in 15 years music
business hit new low, with Wm. Penn
hotel dispensing with dancing in
summer.
Bunny Rang, local guitarist, off to
join Ray Herbeck band, scheduled
to open at Bill Green's Casino, October 2nd.
Jimmy Joy in strong showing at
Bill Green's past month. With Joy
was vocalist Ken Nealy, familiar figure on West Coast.
Local 60 resumes Sunday Nite social activities with Boardmember
Harry Bigley in complete and competent charge of club's social maneuverings.
WIAS officials put damper on
Dixieland when they ordered Luke
Riley, music head at WJAS, to stick
to sweet stuff.
Ozzie Nelson & Harriet Hilliard
in nice showing at Stanley Theater
box office. Following Nelson came
"shuffle music" of Jan Savitt, tops
in radio staff bands in this country.
Jan contacted streptacocci infection
By Art Skolnick
and didn't appear on the stage durManny Lander's ork on two-month ing entire week.
Jimmy Peyton's Plaza outfit into
tour after three-year run at Hotel

Cleveland

New Records
(Continued from Page 7.)
month and he's still marvelous.
Catch him on Goodman's Wrap.
pin' It Up, too. It's new and plenty
different. All in all, agreat record.
On the coda, dig Richard Himber's Parade of Bands (Parts 3 and
4). A smart band and plenty hep.
Ted Lewis gets the best rib. Then
on the race list, listen to Baby Can
IHoller & Everybody Do the Shag
(Bluebird 7706), by Lulu Scott,
with George Jefferson beating out
boogie woogie piano with fingers of
steel. There's some fine jive and
more rhythm.
Armstrong Swamps Decca
This word "jitterbug" is getting
to mean something pretty unpleasant. Just to prove that you're not
one of those, you might take alook
at the real source of Louis Arm-

strong's Shadrack & Jonah and the
Whale. Shadrack is the goods, with
Louis dripping rhythm wherever he
goes. That guy can do no corn.
It's a genuine spiritual, and if
you're interested in how it all
started, get a load of this one.
Louis tells the story of how three
children of Israel named Shadrack,
Meshack, and Abegnego, take the
rap in Babylon under that Fascist,
Nebuchanezzer. The fiery furnace
was seven times hotter than it
ought to be, but the boys laughed
it off while Nebuchanezzer looked
down and hollered "Hey there!"
He really fell out and let the boys
join the union. If you want the
real version, look at the book of
Daniel in the Bible. It won't hurt
and you can pose as an intellectual.
At least you're not a"jitterbug."

Sharkey Bonano back at Fountain
second year at this spot.
Barney Rapp moves into New Grill, replacing Albert Kirst, Jr.
Pinkey Gerbrecht back at the Nut
Penn Club to give spot a hypo.
Benny Goodman made first ap- Club, following Manuel Perez Sandi,
pearance her in year at Kennywood who went to Pontchartrain Beach
Casino.
Park, with a complete sell-out.

New Orleans
Lanni McIntyre and "Hawaiians"
at remodeled (yes again) Blue Room
of the Roosevelt to give jaded New
Orleans taste of the music that
makes you want to get back to the
south seas. Report is that Lani's
gang of "Hawaiians" (some of them
looked plenty Irish) were good, very
good, but New Orleans dancers
couldn't get it. When writer caught
McIntyre, music had swing to it and
sweet "Lelani" sort of thing was
much in the minority. Blue Room's
chaste modernism is hidden behind
rattan and other coverings and it is
now a "Paradise of the Pacific" with
clouds on the ceiling, water behind
the bandstand and bar that looks
like a barbecue sandwich pavillion.
Louis Prima came back to lift the
roof off of Chez Paree and came
darn near doing it despite the fact
that it is reputedly anchored down
for storms. This was one of the
spots where he had his start and the
crowd went for the clowning Louis,
but he ruined the effect by signing
with a dancehall he used to own--the Circle---which will keep him
longer in New Orleans. There's some
opinion that the Circle, which is not
strictly a class place, won't improve
Louis reputation.
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Southern Caliternia
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STUART G. ASSIENUERG. PRES.

SAN

DIEGO,

CALIF.

DRUM EQUIPMENT
Complete stock of the new Wonder
Slingerland "Radio King" Drums and
Tunable Tom-Toms.
ROY E. DUNCAN

WILSHIRE MUSIC CENTER

Wilshire and Western

DR -3256

CLASSIFIED
20c Per Line, Minimum S Lines. Copy should reach TEMPO, 6059 La
Prada Park, Los Angeles (Classified Dept.), not later than the 23rd of
the month.

RECORDS FOR SALE

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

H.R.S.
SEPTEMBER
RELEASE —
CHICAGO HIGH LIFE and JUST
TOO SOON by EARL HINES. Piano
solos recorded in 1929.
Repressed
from rare Q.R.S. records. $1.00 postpaid. HOT RECORD SOCIETY, 803
Fifth Ave., New York City,

SUMMER SPECIALS

MISCELLANEOUS
REVELATION OILS for trumpets and
trombones.
The wonder lubricant,
super-fast and smooth. Used by real
artists.
Sample free.
25c at most
stores. Mail 35e. Revelation Oils, 1823
Washington St., Boston.
OLYMPIC REED CO., manufacturers
of high grade Bassoon, Oboe and
English Horn Reeds. At your dealers, or write, Box 42, Sta, K, Los
Angeles.

ARRANGING
FINE Arranging, guar.; reasonable.
Lee. 109 Judson, Syracuse, N. Y.

PIANO RENTALS
"BETTER PIANOS FOR LESS"
Tuned and Serviced Free
Taylor Piano Co., 913 S. H111, TU. 3749

RECORDS WANTED
Milt Shaw's "On the Alamo," Any Ark.
Travvellers, Red-Heads, L. R. Kings,
Tram, Biz, Lang, etc., good prices;
state condition. R. G. V. Venables,
Tilford, Farnham, Surrey, England.
VICTOR or other electric recordings
bought, sold and exchange. Hayden
Music Co., 525 W. 8th St., L. A.
VA-2349.

SONGS WANTED
PROFITABLE PUBLISHING PLAN.
Keystone Music Publ., Covington, Pa.

WorldRadioHistory

Used
$450
$200
$156
$210
$300
$150

Deegan Vibraphone
Accordion, 120 bass
Conn Alto Sax
Haynes Flute
Gibson L-5 Guitar
Olds Trombone, like new

$225.00
99.00
37.50
95.00
149.50
59.50

Many other line values.
HAL FIFE
6627 Hollywood Blvd.

Los Angeles

HE-4102
ALTO SAX, completely re-conditioned;
good instrument for student. Phone
WH. 0698.
Viola, extra large, 18h"
$100.00
Violas (hand made), from
200.00
Violins (band made), from
woo
Bows, from
10.00
Albert Nurnberger Bows, from
40.00
Bass Strings, copper rewound....$1.00 up
Expert Repairing on Violins, Violas,
'Cellos and String Basses
J. F. LeCYR
1514 N. Highland, Hollywood GL. 2241

Buy -Sell -Exchange -Repair
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AT

GEO. H. TIECK
1004 S. BROADWAY PLACE
Phone TU, 5914
Los Angeles
OPEN EVENINGS

MUSIC STORES
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS!

YOU CAN SECURE the best values in
musical instruments and sheet music
at the largest music house in the
southwest. Open every evening to
better serve you.

WATSON MUSIC CO.
4420 S. Broadway

Loe Angeles

TEMPO
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Hoffman Now Mgr. Of
Wilshire Music Co.

LOS ANGELES BAND DIRECTORY

O. K. Hoffman, for the past three
years manager of the Thearle Music
Co. of San Diego, has been appointed manager of the Wilshire
Music Center, of Los Angeles.
Previous to his connection with
Thearle company in San Diego,
Hoffman was connected with various L. A. music houses.

Personnels listed herein were checked carefully prior to publication, Sept. 1. As unexpected changes oi icasionally occur, It is suggested that anyone desiring services of musicians listed here communicate with tlam, sit
they might be available.

ACE CAIN'S
Frank MacauleY
(Bass)
C. Barnet, tru.
M. Cook. pia.
,sax
A. Rebard, dru.
AMBASSADOR
Anson Weeks
(Opening Sept. 6)
BEVERLYWILSHIRE
Lew Sailee
(Violin)
V. Sokolove, vio.
W. Hill, vio.
M. Herbert, vio."
R. Murry, sax
E. Guy, sax
G. Fleming, sax
R. Cansantra, sax
C. Von Ritter, cor.
E. Baffa, dru.
C. Londoner, dru.
V. Caruso, ace.
P. Richardson,
bass
Vyola Vonn, voc
H. Jarrard, voc.
BILTMORE
Frank Trombar
Orchestra
(Shep Fields
Opening Sept. 15)
BILTMORE
• (Rendezvous)
Robert Keith
(Piano)
D. Lazenby, sax
H. Silverstone,
sax
J. Baptiste, sax
H. Harrison, tru.
W. Penniman,
dru.
P. King, bass
June Robbins,
voc.
BRADSHAW'S
Mesa Ballroom
Charlie Emge
Sax (I)
S. Little, pia.
H. Scheidel, dru.
J. Parker, bass
A. Ruby, tru.
C. Dee, tro.
H. Wilcox, sax
H. Miler, sax
CASINO
GARDENS
Jimmy Walsh
(Trombone)
M. Worthington,
salt

N. La Voe, sax
R. Harrison, sax
E. Gorman, sax
P. Fylling, tru.
R. Jenkins, tro.
J. Presshaw, pia.
A. Brown, dru.
J. Gamella, gui.
G. Wagner, bass
Wes Gordon, voc.

CLOVER CLUB
Stan Meyers
(Sax)
S. Loye, sax
P. Cushman, bass
A. Roth, vio.
S. Mercurio, vio.
J. Scott, pia.
J. R. Scott, dru.
M. McLean, gut.
CLUB BAMBA
Aaron Gonzales
(Piano)
B. Tozier, vio.
N. Barranco, tru.
R. Garcia, ace.
D. Ou1ton, bass
F. Martinke, dru.
Leo Rojo, voc.
CLUB
CALIENTE
Eddie Aguilar
(Violin)
E. Cota, pia.
H. Kay, tru.
E. Quijada, dru.
L. Vining, ace.
T. Siebels, bass
CLUB LIDO
Lou Singer
(Sax)
T. Thompson, tru.
B. Lamberton, pia
M. Singer, dru.
CLUB
MOROCCO
Jimmie Kerr
(Violin)
H. Ehrke, gui.
R. Hol, bass
CUBANOLA
R. Mendez, tru.
H. Peterson, pia.
A. Erickson, vio.
A. Sanchez, flute
C. Ruffin°, gui.
F. Guerrero, dru.
L. Butterman,
bass
E. Santo, ace.
DOMAR
(Hermosa Beach)
Max Cochran
(Trumpet)
B. White, sax
J. Cathcart, sax
R. Miller, sax
M. Mack, tru.
J. Mootz, tru.
P. Washburn, tro.
P. De Santis, pia.
C. Ricord, dru.
B. Hatch, bass
Jerry Mackay,
voc.
GOLDBERGBOSLEY
Lee Tenney
Orchestra
HAWAIIAN
PARADISE
Eddie Bush
Orchestra

CATALINA
Ted Weems
(Baton)
T. Gibbs, sax
J. Hellmer, sax
E. Ingle, sax
J. McHargue, sax
W. Tanner, vio.
A. Weems, tru.
R. Beilmann, tro.
C. Covert, gui.
J. Washburn, bass
O. Downes, dru.
J. O'Brien, pia.
CHATEAU
BALLROOM
Jack Etchegaray
(Drums)
R. Balue, sax
K. Heisler, sax
E. Walker, sax
J. Tick, sax
H.Clemens, tru.
R. Rivers, tru.
E. Davis, tro.
R. Swanson, bass
C. Bush, yin.
W. Bowles, acc.
P. Etchegaray,
pia.

IT CAFE
Bill Roberts
(Vocal)
L. Barnett, pia.
J. Moshay, vio.
F. Fritz, bass
A. De Salvi, ace.

A.
L.
R.
S.

ITALIAN
VILLAGE
Ernie Cortez
(Sax)
Gonzales, pia.
Smaltz, tru.
Mattier, sax
Hermanta, sax
,dru.

LA CONGA
Spanish Group
Chiquito (Vocal)
N. Aguilar, vio.
N. Ruiz, vio.
E. Ortiz, tru.
C. Gonzales, bass
J. Pena, dru.
G. Galean, pia.
A. Palacios,
Marimbula

E. Reyes, gui.
Dance Band
Hal Howard
(Piano)
S. Conover, sax
.0. Beyersdorff,
sax

J. Gruey, sax
E. Fezette. tru.
D. Neely, dru.
LAMAZE
Ben Light
(Piano)
P. Carta, vio.
F. Carta, bass
R. Adams, gui,
LICK PIER
Pete Pontrelli
(Sax)
J. Richardson, sax
T. Romersa, sax
R. Snell, sax
0. Taylor, tru.
B. Preble, tru.
E. Pollock, tro.
J. Bleeker, pia.
D. Whitaker, bass
P. McCarthy, gut.
H. Claudin. dru.
Rita Carrol, voc.
LONESOME
CLUB
Skripkus Bros.
W. Potter, tru.
H. Samow, sax
J. Lantz, tro.
R. Salmon, bass
F. Cobb, gut.
J. Skripkus, dru.
J. Skripkus, vio.
A. Skripkus, pia.
LUCCA
RESTAURANT
S. Santaella
(Piano)
Concert Group
T. Mancini, vio.
J. Lichter, vio.
J. Barosso, cello
A. Alphonso, bass
Dance Group
E. Cook, sax
A. Famulara, tru.
Swander, dru.
C. Dietz, pia.
J. Lichter, vio.
MANCHESTER
THEATRE
Dave Forster
(Trumpet)
K. Orr. organ
C. Pickens, pia.
C. Earl, drums
MAX 1M ES
Jack Stitt
(Bass)
A. Hendrickson,
gui.
D. DeNufrio, pia.
OMAR'S DOME
George Redman
(Piano)
C. Bolting, sax
G. Markel, sax
G. Cowan, dru.
W. Wade, tru.
ORPHEUM
Al Lyons
(Baton)
B. Ross, sax
N. Castagnoli, sax
L. Mack, tru.
F. Ray, tru.
J. Smith, tro.
S. Halperin, pia.
L. Rogers, dru.
H. Murtagh, org.
PALOMAR
(See "Jamming
Around")
Casa Loma
Glen Gray
(Baton)
A. Ralston, sax
F. Davis, sax
C. Hutchenrider,
sax
K. Sargent, sax
D. D'Andrea, sax
G. Watts, tru.
S. Dunham, tru.
F. Zullo, tru.
P. Hunt, tro.

W. Rauch, tro.
M. McEachern,
tro.
S. Dennis, bass
T. Briglia, dru.
H. Howard, pia.
J. Blanchette, gui.
PARAMOUNT
THEATRE
Rube Wolf
(Baton)
B. Carleton,sax
K. Leaf, sax
D. Ronnee, sax
B. Goodrich, tru.
H. Geller, tru.
B. Lovell, tru.
B. Jenkins, tro.
R. Bein, vio.
E. Breeskin, vio.
A. Barr, vio.
G. Hackett. pia.
N. Giffin, bass
B. Conzelman,
dru.
PARIS INN
Frank Sortino
(Accordion)
V. Leitner, sax
M. Butler, sax
J. Warner, tru.
L. Bergh, vio.
A. Martin, pia.
C. Leach, bass
R. Sortino, dru.
K. Henryson, voc.
PITT CAFE
Delmar Wheeler
(Piano)
J. Tally, sax
O. Gaines, tru.
R. Hagen, dru.
RENDEZVOUS
(Balboa)
Don Cave
(Baton)
D. Weitz, sax
B. Lahy, sax
D. Thompson, sax
F. Simmons, sax
F. Carr, tru.
G. Morgan, tru.
R. Majesic, tru.
S. Smith, tro.
Q. Barnes, tro.
C. Fischer, pia.
B. Jones, bass
M. George, dru.
L. Reiner, gui.
Betty Van, vocal
RENDEZVOUS
(Ocean Park)
Paul Nigro
(Sax)
A. Straight, sax
F. Catanzaro, sax
H. Barnet, tru.
D. Zenor, dru.
A. Sheff, bass
C. Ridge, pia.
ROLLERDROME
Carl Osterloh
(Organ)
ROSS
BALLROOMS
Ted Bohrer
(Piano)
L. De Crescent,
gui.
S. Singer, sax
V. Uhlam. dru.
W. Harrison, tru.
P. Muro, tro.
RUSTIC INN
Billie Nickels
Orchestra
SCHABE
R'S
CAFETERIA
Pryor Moore
(Violin)
E. Stock, tru.
G. Benkert, vio.
J. Aguilar, pia.
J. Vazquez, bass
L. Steinberger,
trombone
C. White, dru.
C. Walker, cello
W. Hullinger, flu.
L. VileIle. ciar.

G. Beck, tru.
B. DeAugustine,
tru.
E. Rehnborg, tro.
H. Hodgkins, dru.
M. Pool, bass
TOPSY
S
(Ted Flo Rito
Opening Sept. 22)
Benny Meroff
(Baton)
K. Bloom, sax
M. DaIloilo, sax
C. Spero, sax
C. Spero, sax
J. Hall, tru.
E. Kerns, tru.
L. Powell, tru.
R. Noonan, tro.
J. Marshall, tro.
H. Rose, pia.
W. Gordon, dru.
J. Stephens, bass
TROCADERO
Bob Grant
(Violin)
R. Underhill, sax
H. Evens, sax
E. Warren, sax
L. Balmy, tru.
G. Gloyde, tro.
T. Sacco, gui.
A. Bernstein, bass
J. Plummer, pia.
R. Mayer. vio.
S. Sydney. vio.
R. Roth, drums
VICTOR HUGO
Skinnay Ennis
(Baton)
(Close Sept. 13)
R. Weston, sax
J. Crowley, sax
R. Cange, sax
Herb Stowe, sax
R. Liscom, tru.
J. Maxwell, tru.
W. Schlegel, tru.
P. Carpenter, tro.
N. Hurley, tro.
G. Evans, pia.
,dru.
F. Whiting, bass
S. Dawson, gui.
VILLA VENICE
Vido Musso
(Sax)
J. Ordean, sax

R. Gi
C. Go
R. Ly
E. Fl
G. Ke
B. Pr
D. Da
.1. Mu
S. Ke
W. St

ga, sax
dwin, sax
ch, sax
ueroa, tru.
nedy, tru.
pas, tru.
iels, tro.
phy, tro.
ton, pia.
ver, gui.
,dru.
H. R
sey, bass
Vista Del Arroya
(P sadena)
Da yl Harper
Bass)
J. Bla k, pia.
R. Ro h,
tru. & vio.
H. M nard,
tru. & vio.
W.
thens,
tro. & vio.
C. Go don,
tru. & ace.
W. S rkey, sax
M. M Ian, dru.
W

LSHIRE
BOWL
Bi ly Mozet
Baton)
E. Fl finer, sax
J. Re ill, sax
R. Se anti, sax
H. T omas, tru.
(I. Lo r, tru.
W. H nnam, tro.
S. Ho kins, tro.
H. K ssebalum,
pia
J. Cl
mitt, dru.
K. M Intosh, bass
Dore n Davis,
voc
ENDA
J ck Dunn
(Baton)
E. T
MEW, 87141
K. H rpster, sax
.1. W lder, sax
W. J rnagan, tru.
W. A derson, tru.
H. U Iman, tro.
in, gui.
J. M
D. Jo nson, dru.
att, bass
W.

Darrell Downs Heads
Birkel-Richardson
Band Inst. Dept.
Darrell Downs, formerly with
the Southern Calif. Music Co. of
Los Angeles, and recently associated with the Van Nuys Music
Company, is now manager of the
band instrument department of the
Birkel-Richardson Music Co.
Waller Welcomed by Scots
LONDON.—During appearance at
Glasgow's Theatre, Fats Waller,
Negro pianist, was given an ovation by audience, which demanded
aspeech from surprised American
ivory pounder and entertainer.
Waller is currently touring British
Isles and has been big box-office at
every stop.
Subscribers who have changed
their addresses are requested to
notify TEMPO promptly in order
to insure delivery of copies.

KNX
Lud Gluskin
(Gen. Mus. Dir.,
Coast CBS)
Wilbur Hatch
(Mus. Dir.)
Fred Olson, vio.
Ivor Kahn. vio.
G. Devron. vio.
Garry White, via.
F. Metz, cello
KFWB
L. Nichols, sax
B. Kanter, sax
Leo Id Leonard'
H. Berardinelli,
E nie Wehl
sax
(Pi .& Contr.)
H. Lawson, sax
G. M ore, sax
J. Pacheco. tru.
J. KI in, sax
R. Woods, tru.
J. Ca alyne, sax
S. Green, tru.
P. C hbert. tru.
H. Hubble. tro.
D. A derson, tru.
L. Wright. dru.
H. S crow, tro.
I. Ditmars, pia.
J. R sell, vio.
M. Grant, org.
J. Ka .vio.
H. Harding, org.
P. H yes, viola
J. Davidson, gui.
N. Kosloff. bass
R. W Mama, vio.
G. Jo neon, cello
J. La Rocca, harp
G. Pl asants, harp L. Moraweck, arr.
B. Fi ke, piano
Mark Murray, arr.
P. D
roit, dru.
H. Hubble, arr.
V. G tewood, bass L. Berrffan, arr.
E. E en, organ
J. Lindner . cyst.
H. Z eifel, arr.
F. Olson, lib.
H. H ssell, lib.
M. Fleck, asst. lib.
W.
elker, cpst.

RADIO STA IONS
NBC STUDIOS
Frank Hodek
M. Alderman
(Directors)
Wm. Gilcher
(Orch. Manager)
R. Ferstad, vio.
J. Livoti, vio.
J. Quadri, vio.
L. Kronman, sax
D. Eckles, sax
G. Green, sax
R. Kimic, tru.
K. Apperson, tru.
H. Wallace. tro.
F. radii°, pia.
F. Samito, gut.
M. Olds, bass
C. Maus, dru.
KEHE
Jack Stanley
(Mus. Dir.)
G. Hill, sax &
contractor
P. MacLarand,sax
L. Conn, sax
B. Harry, tru.
S. Levin, tru.
K. Jackson, tro.
W. Leibrook, bass
Ruby Lloyd, org.
H. Wulfers, pia.
E. Hatch, dru.
A. Dale, gui.

S.S. CATA
LINA
Mike Capolungo
(Piano)
H. Kleinhall, sax
G. Beals, sax
C. Picknell, sax

WorldRadioHistory

KFI-K ECA
Claude Sweeten
(Director)
G. Currlin, sax
0. Cates, sax
H. Diamond, sax
J. Taylor, sax
A. Famulara, tru.
G. Thow, tru.
A. Thompson, tro.
A. Sevitsky, vio.
A. Perotti, vio.
R. Lane, vla.
E. LePique, pia.
W. Geoffrion, bass
R. Lutz, dru.
KMTR
S. Santaella
(Plano)
J. Rubin!, vio.
T. Mancini, vio.
J. Lichter, vio.
.1. Barosso, cello
A. Alphonso, bass
KRKD
S. Santaella
(Piano)
T. Mancini, vio.
J. Barosso, cello

K FAC

SL INGERL AND

Gifto Severi
(Violin)
C. Go win, vio.
G. D
etrio, cel.
A. Bu chner, bass
I. Me delsohn,
pia o
J. N.
ates org

"Radio King" Drums and Tunable
Tom-Toms used by leading professionals ...Buy yours from
ROY E. DUNCAN

WILSHIRE MUSIC CENTER

Wilshire and Western

DR-3256
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r Information Call

The Practical Method
1830 Chickasaw Ave.
CL. 62464-Los Angeles
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THE NEW

óc ce

CLARINETS

e

'"/17.eL-21
-rovirrin

4 ‘111DELS. : $150 tot Filtei

• Duplicating the supreme
achievements of the famed
Loree Oboes and English
Horn, we present four models
of Clarinets by this skillful
French artist and reed instrument craftsman.

Write

for illustrated folder and

'wino

ee«,t4.•

accoRnions

The reeds are the heart and life-blood of any accordion ... and the hand-made reeds in
A. Rosati Accordions are of such great superiority that it places this marvelous instrument in

complete details.

a class by itself. The A Rosati is known for it's perfect intonation, tone quality and amazing
volume. It is also exquisitely designed by master-stylists and boasts unusual sturdy construction. It is without question the most widely accepted of all commercially priced accordions.

MMES

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

WHILES

AN

: $5 - 5 tit S4711

- T-6

GRETSCH & BREMER, Inc. •Distributors,

42 East 20th St., N. Y.

ENGLISH HUHN
•
1T $475

TEMPO'S
SPECIAL HOLLYWOOD RADIO tDITION
OUT OCTOBtR 1

CONTINENTAÏ
MUSIC
o•pt.1111147.

COMPANY,

INC.

Special Articles by Hollywood's Outstanding Radio
Artists. Pictorial Section of Hollywood Radio Personalities and Many Other Interesting Musical Features.

630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

FREE REHEARSAL HALL

RESERVE

Equipped with two pianos, stage
and seating capacity of 200. ABSOLUTELY GRATIS, by appointment
only.
Phone O. K. Hoffman.

SPACE

IN

ADVANCE

• For full particulars write TEMPO Advertising Dept.
6059 La Prada Park
Los Angeles, Calif.

WILSHIRE MUSIC CENTER
DR. 3256
Wilshire and Western
WorldRadioHistory

TEMPO

RICO

Presents

VAN'S
STREAMLINED
SAX

RACK

It's the most perfectly balanced
rack on the market—of cold
rolled steel—chrome plated —
small, light to carry and comes
equipped with RICO Sofpeg.

erTIS

StM1)111SING

Mitelt4 SAX01,00t4tS
1,0t4,1 COST' reoetu

See Your Dealer or
Write Direct to

RICO

PRODUCTS,

Ltd.

239 South Robertson Boulevard
Beverly Hills, California
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MARTIN BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY
Department T-9

ELKHART, INDIANA

9,n, the SA,00bte!!
ence.

T IS not mere luck—nor fortunate circumstances that
today has made Paul Whiteman the dean of modern
American music. HE HAS WHAT IT TAKES—ability
to recognize genius in others, aptitude in sensing public
tastes and a successful career of twenty years' experi-

So, too, Slingerland has stood the test of time in meeting the
needs of these accomplished musicians.
Today we find two great names brought together, Rollo LayIan,
and Slingerland Radio King. With Slingerland percussion, Laylan,
has justly earned his position with Whiteman.
Tune in and hear some of the orchestras, whose drummers are
100% Slingerland equipped, such as the great sensation, Gene
Krupa and his new band; Davey Tough with Benny Goodman;
Ray McKinley with Jimmy Dorsey; Maurice Purtill with Tommy
Dorsey.
See and try these wonder, Slingerland "Radio King drums
and tunable tom-toms at your dealer, and learn why thousands
of the world's greatest drummers are using Slingerland "Radio
Kings." Send for catalog. Gene Krupa tells you how in his new
book—"Modern Dance Drumming Technique"—postpaid, $1.50.

SLINGERLAND DRUM COMPANY
1323 Belden Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

e

Important Notices
off the press.

A handsome new Olds Brochure is just

Y u may have a copy, free, upon request.
lip the coupon, today!

—1

7.
01Rifk

BAND
INSTRUMENTS

A premium line-- without any
"premium" in the price. Write
for Catalogs and literature.
YORK BAND INSTRUMENT CO ,GRANO

RAPIDS MICH

Subscribe

to TEMPO

On the GROUP PLAN
1 subscription-1 year

3 subscriptions-1 year
INSTRUMENTS SOLD IN
5
. subscriptions-1 year
LOS ANGELES BY
GEO. TIECK, 1004 S. Broadway PI

YORK

Please send me, free, new Olds Brochure,
Name

$1.00
2.50

Address

1914 Raymond Ave.

City and State
When

4.00
WorldRadioHistory

f.É.Olds &Son

writing me tion Dept.

9T

Los Angeles, Calif.

